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BRIEFLY Abortion gains support USG head
supports bill
CAMPUS
1989 College Freshman Attitudes
by Michelle Healy
USAToday-CIN

USG eiectiom: Petitions for
Undergraduate Student Government
elections will be available Monday
Feb. 5 in 405 Student Services
Building for students who would like
to run for president, vice-president or
one of 12 senator positions. The
deadline for returning the petitions is
Feb. IS at 5 p.m., and campaigning
for the March 13 and 14 elections
begins Feb. 19.

State of the University:
Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin will present the annual State
of the University Address in the
assembly room in McFall Center
Monday, Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m.

CITY
Trial remains in BG:

Judge Donald DeCessna ruled
Thursday the trial of alleged
murderer and kidnapper Richard E.
Fox will remain in Wood County
Common Pleas Court.
Defense attorneys John Callahan
and Peter Halleck filed for a change
of venue claiming fair and impartial
jurors could not be found for a trial
due to media coverage surrounding
the arrest.

College freshmen support for
legal abortions increased
somewhat from 1988 to 1989 —
from 57 percent to 64.7 percent,
according to a survey released
Monday.
The change is noteable, for
since 1977, student support for
abortion rights had held fairly
stable at 53 to 59 percent, according to survey director Alexander W. Astin of the University
of Southern California.

by Matt Mlghell
staff writer
Undergraduate Student
Government President
Kevin Coughlin testified in
support
of a bill
concerning camp u s
crime
statistics
Wednesday before a
House of
Repre- Coughlin
sentatives sub-committee
in Columbus.
Rep. Tim Greenwood
(R-Toledo) is sponsoring
the bill, which would require Ohio universities to
submit crime statistics to
the Ohio Board of Regents.

The 24th annual survey of college freshmen, conducted by
UCLA and the American Council
on Education, drew 216,362 responses from 403 two- and fouryear colleges and universities.
The results are statistically ad1 listed to represent the nation's
.6 million first-time, full-time
college students.
The survey showed that students very interested in environmental issues, more likely to
protest and increasingly opposed to drug use and concerned
about crime.
Environmental issues were
□ Sec Survey, page 3.
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Results Obtained From a Survey of More Than 200,00
U.S. Studenis by The American Council on Education
BG News Graphlc/Darrick Ross

Greenwood asked student leaders and faculty
from different universities
to testify in support of the
bill.

by Melanle Stone
USA Today-CIN
RUSTON, La. — Dead cats hanging
from a Christmas tree and a goat mascot infested with heartworms almost
led to prosecution for a Louisiana Tech
University fraternity.
But Delta Kappa Epsilon members
were relieved with word Tuesday from
Judge Robert James that they would
not be prosecuted for animal cruelty —
as long as the fraternity no longer
keeps animals in the house and pays tor
the veterinary care of the house mascot, "Wool E. Goat."
Matt Saurage, president of that chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon, acknowledged the situation as a "tasteless

Dayton baseball?: The
Dayton City Commission on
Wednesday approved the expenditure
of $96,000 as the first step in a bid to
bring a minor league baseball team to
thedty.
However, the commission
authorized KPMG Peat Marwick of
New York to proceed only with a
feasibility study at a cost of $38,000.
Future phases of the contract such as
lease negotiations and financing
analysis would hinge on community
support for a team and would have to
win the approval of the commission
before additional funds are released.

Donations drop: Ohio organ

Legislative laughs: Former

state Rep. Robert E.Hagan is plying
his satiric political wit on stage at
Hilarities Comedy Club in Cleveland.
Wednesday night, he compared
Vice President Dan Quayle to "that
strange spare tire you get with your
car. You know it's there, but you hope
you don't have to use it."
From 1982 to 1968, Hasan used the
Ohio House of Representatives as his
stage. Known by some as the "comic
of the House," Hagan used his
political adversaries as comedic
fodder.

HISTORY
On this date: The Bowling
Green police began a move from their
headquarters on West Wooster to a
temporary facility in the Veterans
Memorial Building in City Park.
The relocation was to last about a
year while a new $2.1 million
structure was built on the site of the
old building on West Wooster.

Compiled from local and wire reports

:.. See Lobby, page 5.

Fraternity
set free in
cat case

STATE

donor procurement agencies say a
reluctance by doctors and nurses to
ask families to approve organ
donations by relatives is to blame for
a 14 percent decline in organ
donations last year in the state.
The Ohio Solid Organ Transplant
Consortium of Columbus, which
works with five regional
organizations to promote and arrange
organ donations, said the number of
donations dropped from the 1988 level
of 204 to 175 last year.

"I wanted testimony to
reflect the views of parents, students and law enforcement," the legislator
said.
If passed by the subcommittee, the bill would
be presented to the House,
the Senate and finally
Governor Richard Celeste
before becoming law.
During his 10-minutes on
the witness stand, Coughlin answered committee
questions referring to the
importance of the bill.
One of the concerns of
the committee was that the
bill would become a
'bureaucratic mess,'"
Coughlin said. "I said the
universities already have
the (crime) information
ready, they just need to
consolidate it.^'
University of Toledo
Student Body President
Doug Rammel, also present at the hearing, said
UT currently submits their
crime statistics to the FBI.

Sound's Heavy

BG News/Mark Deckard

Alexander Hann (left) and Randy Hann unload the speakers to be used during the Miss BGSU Scholarship Program. Alexander
is the owner of ASL Audio, which is providing the sound and lights for the program, (see related story p.3)

On Dec. 15, Ruston's animal control
officials found two dead cats hanging
like ornaments from an outdoor
Christmas tree on fraternity house
grounds. The same day, the mascot
was found to be infested with heartworms.
The dead cats apparently were not
killed by fraternity members, but were
draped on the Christmas tree after they
were hit by cars.
The animal cruelty charge was
lodged because of the goat's condition.
Charges concerning the two cats were
dropped because, James said, he was
"satisfied that cruelty was not intentional."

BG to invite Cheney remains cautious
12 sororities
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer
Sorority representatives met Thursday night
and proposed sending out questionnaires to the
12 national sororities not established on campus
in an effort to search for a new chapter to colonize at the University.
The proposal will be considered by Panhellenic
Council Tuesday.
JoAnn Arnholt, assistant director of Greek
Life, said she is "confident that Panhel will accept the proposal because of the overwhelming
majority expressed by the sororities."
Most sorority represenatives said they chose
this option because it would be unfair not to extend invitations to the other sororites.
The options not chosen were to invite only Sigma Kappa and Sigma Sigma Sigma to the University and choose between the two, or to extend
only one invitation to Sigma Kappa.
Housing options for the new sorority were
questioned by several committee members, who
believed there is no point of expanding if no housing will be available.
D See Sorerttr, page 4.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union is likely to
pull all its troops from Europe by 1995, but the Western
allies must remain wary of "the only nation on Earth
capable of destroying the United States," Defense Secretary Dick Cheney told Congress on Thursday.
Cheney said President Bush's new proposal that Moscow and Washington seek agreement on deeper troop
cuts in Europe than previously contemplated would
"preserve... a viable, useful" American military presence on the continent.
Bush in his State of the Union speech Wednesday proposed reducing U.S. and Soviet combat forces in
Eurooe to no more than 225,000 for each side — a drop of

50,000 from the previous U.S. proposal at East-West
troop reduction talks now under way in Vienna.
Bush said that with "communism crumbling" in
Eastern Europe, the time had come to swiftly conclude
agreements limiting conventional, strategic and chemical weapons.

In testimony before the Senate Armed Services
Committee, Cheney said "caution is still in order" in
considering relaxing U.S. defenses, even though Moscow is reducing its military spending and is unlikely to
initiate an attack on NATO territory.- _
D See Troops, page 4.

Utility rates set to rise
COLUMBUS (AP) - Average
monthly bills paid by residential
utility customers snowed little
change during the last year, but
consumers will face the shock of
rate increases to come, the Ohio
Consumers' Counsel said Thursday.
Residents in eight of the state's
largest cities paid an average of
$133.41 per month as of Jan. 1 tor electricity, natural gas and telephone service. Consumers' Counsel

William Spratley told a news conference.
The amount represented an increase of 23 cents, or 0.2 percent,
from Jan. 1,1989.
Consumers in 27 smaller cities
around the state paid an average
$134.64 per month as of Jan. 1. That
was a decrease of $2.53, or minus
1.8 percent, the survey showed.
"The smaller cities in Ohio are
served by some of the smaller utilities, particularly telephone and gas

companies ... and some of them
have not had the increases that we
have seen in other parts of the
state," Spratley said.
Spratley was quick to note that
the survey was based on rates for
average consumption levels and
that beating bills were driven up
sharply by a record cold wave in
December.
Spratley warned that future utility bills win rise because of
several factors.
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Andy Woodard
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Hall residents,
maintenance:
clean up act
here's no place like home.
That might be what many Darrow Hall residents believe. Some people who live at home are
used to having a built-in maid service, better known
as their mothers.
Well, wake up and smell the roses. You are no
longer living at home. You are in the real world now
— welcome to college life. People no longer wait on
you hand and foot.
To some Darrow residents, carrying their own
trash to the tunnels is an incredibly difficult chore
that they've been forced to do, because their incinerator rooms were closed. According to some Darrow dwellers, carrying trash downstairs is quite
strenuous and unhealthy.
As far as health conditions are concerned the incinerator room closings improved the standard of
living. The reason they were closed was to comply
withOhio Environmental Protection Agency regulations, designed to reduce emissions from incinerators.
Other Darrow complaints regard mice. They believe since the incinerator rooms are closed, mice
will appear out of thin air. It couldn't have anything
to do with the fact that food is left lying around for
days, could it?
The best way to eliminate possibilities of mice is
to make sure all food and trash is kept properly
covered and disposed. This might be a difficult concept, but it entails making that long haul to the tunnels more than once each month.
Another concern of theirs is the smell in the tunnels, due to the excessive amount of trash which
accumulates from the four halls in Kreisher Quadrangle. This is not the fault of the residents: maintenance should take care of it quickly and effectivelyThe problem here is two-fold. Residents need to
take responsibility for themselves. That is what college is all about — learning to take care of yourself.
College students seem to enjoy their independance when it involves social activities, but when it
means picking up after themselves their first response is "where s mom?"
The solution is obvious — a compromise. Residents should be responsible for disposing their own
trash regularly and University maintenance should
remove it from the tunnels daily.
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Production Sup'r
Crual Copy Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Copy Colors
MichaM Banu
Anthony Bums

In the eyes of the innocent

I picked up a newspaper the
other day In the University
Union. These were two stories
on the frontpage.
ST. LOUIS — Two young sisters apparently were electrocuted Monday while taking an
unsupervised bath in their
home.
Police said the girls' mother
told them the girls had been
taking a bath in a second-floor
bathroom, where an electric
space heater was plugged in
above the tub.
One of the children apparently
Sabbed it, and the space heater
1 into the tub.
MINNEAPOLIS - A 5-yearold boy whose left hand was
blown off by a firecracker and
who was attacked by his pet pit
bull, which was trained to attack
at the sound of gunfire, was
saved by a letter carrier who
heard a woman screaming for
help.
When the letter carrier entered the home he found the boy
wandering about the living
room, crying and bleeding while
the family rushed around in
chaos ignoring him.
D □ □
When children are born they
come into this world small,
scared and slimy balls of innocence. Every mark on their bodies, every etching on their
minds, every scratch upon their
pure souls is put their by our

Incinerators not wanted,
just rooms for trash
To the Editor:
On page four of the Jan. 31 BG
News you printed an article entitled "Darrow residents upset
with hall's cleanliness." As subjects of this article, we found the
article to be generally accurate
and informative with two exceptions.
First, the title of the article
was unnecessarily inflammatory. As stated in the article, the
residents' complaints with the
custodial staff have been largely
corrected. This inaccurate headline has resulted in a great deal

Respond
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The BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features rolumnists who write
on a variety of topics, from se-

A crisp winter wind blew
across campus and froze the
moistness in my cloudy eyes. I
blinked hard, tucked the newspaper in my satchel and walked
to class. But my mind was not on
the subject matter. My mind
drifted to the previous day's
mail.

Market Square
Hero
by
Dennis
Robaugh
columnist
I received an Advo-System
post card in the mall — one of
those cards advertising cheap
wholesale goods. On the front of
the card is a picture of a missing
child with its name, date born,
date disappeared and any distinguishing characteristics.
Pictured on this card was
Amy Mihaljevic, 11, who was
abducted Oct. 27 from a shopping mall near her home in Bay
Village — a secluded community just outside of Cleveland.

of antipathy between custodial
staff and residents. Our attentions no longer focus on deficiencies in custodial services,
but rather the reopening of the
incinerator ROOMS.
This highlights a second, more
significant, error in the article.
Our goal is not, and never has
been, to have campus incinerators reactivated. We agree
with the decisions to close down
the incinerators themselves.
However, we ara attempting to
have the incinerator ROOMS,
which contain garbage cans,
reopened. The lack of distinction
between incinerator ROOMSand
rious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student
to write a column. The News
encourages and welcomes any

She looked up from the little
slip of paper with eyes so clear
and so black against the white
card. Eyes, I Imagined, that
were once innocent and may
now be turning so murky.
I remember seeing her face on
my television screen when she
disappeared. Police and neighborhood volunteers combed surrounding fields in search of
clues. I remember reading wire
copy detailing the extensive
search, the vigor of the volunteers, the fruitless leads, the
sense of impending hopelessness.
Slowly the images faded from
the television screens and the
newspaper pages. Her face
cropped up again a few months
ago as I travelled in the rain
with a group of reporters to a
conference in Washington, D.C.
ToU booths dot the nation's
turnpikes. On every toll booth
through Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Maryland her face
shimmered through the dripping
water, obscuring slightly the
young girl's face.
"Why is her picture out here,"
said one girl in our company.
"There are so many children
... what makes her so
"Yeah, they should know
'11 never find her," someone

year, excluding runaways and
child snatching by non-custodial
parents. About 10,000 of these
children are found. Half of them
ara found dead.
Meanwhile, in the Capitol our
leaders legislate our lives like so
many slips of official paper.
Decisions to improve our
lives, to protect our people, to
stop add rain, to make nuclear
power safer, to reduce crime, to
stop drug use, to put more
prisoners in jail, to reduce the
threat of war ... are all found on
so many slips of official paper.
But there is a group of people
hoping against nope that Amy
will be among the 5,000 who are
found and returned safely home.
They are trying to find her. And
they are using little slips of
Again Amy's image has appeared. This time in a shopping
mall in Tulsa. Perhaps she will
be one of the 5,000 lucky ones.
In the paper jungle of politics,
our leaders try to save ourselves
from disaster and society's decay by voting and legislating
and debating.
But bow can we think of
protecting ourselves if we can't
even protect the children?
Maybe, just maybe that isn't
the question we should be ask-

li*

Dnservative estimates by
Child Find place the number of
abducted children at 50,000 per

Maybe we should be asking
ourselves — how can we protect
the children from ourselves?
Robaugh is a columnist for
The News.

the incinerators themselves in
the article caused confusion and
completely misrepresented our
goals.

Mark A. Franks
442 Darrow Hall
Scott H.Snyder
437 Darrow Hall

Correction
Thursday's News incorrectly stated that summer registration forms would be available Monday, but they will not be out
until Thursday. TheNews apologises for any inconvenience
caused by the error.
The headline on a letter to the editor Thursday from Trevor
J. Phillips. President of the BGSU Chapter of the AAUPincorrectlyrea2"AAUPavoi<toeventaiiwolW
in the letter, the AAUP did take a stand onTne issue.

and all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300 words
in length and should be
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for varification.

must be included.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
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Pageant scheduled

College
comics
to battle

Contest changes in locale, contestant number
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

Despite a change in location and a reduced number of contestants, producers of the Miss BGSU
Scholarship Program are not worried about this
year's adjustments to the pageant.
"I don't think the changes will have a negative
affect," said Susan Vandonsel, executive producer
of the Miss BGSU Scholarship Program.
The number of contestants this year has decreased to 12 from the usual 25, but Vandonsel does
not believe the drop was caused by a declining interest in the pageant.
"Many people are still interested behind the
scenes and in competition," she said.
The usual 25 contestants made Miss BGSU the
largest pageant in the state, Vandonsel said, but in
comparison with other pageants this year's number of women competing still is not small.
Fewer women also has shortened the pageant to

only one night of ceremonies.
''We don't need a preliminary night," she said.
" We have time for each phase of the competition.''
The other change in the pageant — the new location — is due to financial problems, Vandonsel
said.
"It was a matter of us having a different budget," she said. "We're not getting help directly from
the University."
This year's production will be in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the University Union, instead
of Kobacher Hall, as usual.

by Lort Miller
staff writer

Contestants for Miss BGSU 1990 are: Robin
Beal, Tracy Drager, Joellen Earnest, Vicky
Grandstaff, Lora Hilty, Melissa Hughes, Kristin
Knepper, Cherise Mernla, Penny Pletcher, Laura
Shock, Tonya Velleman and Lisa Williams.
The pageant will be at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. Tickets are on sale through today at University Hall,
and may be bought on the night of the show at the
ballroom.

Blood donors desired
by Dorcas Nyakana
reporter

First-time donors planning to
give blood during the American
Red Cross's five-day blood drive
next week should not worry
about the pain of giving, according to blood drive organizers.
'Our target is aimed at the
first time donors who tend to be
afraid of the pain, which they
think they wilf experience after
donating blood," said Stacy Bo
lyard, a Red Cross employee.
But it is a painless experience
and an emotionally rewarding
one."
First-time donors need not
worry about possible side effects, either.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Health Services, said there
should be no side effects if the
donor relaxes quietly and drinks

liquids to replenish his fluid loss.
Bolyard said less than 5 percent of the country's population
are donors and that the idea of a
blood drive was created to increase public awareness.

"When blood is
needed, we can't
wait until warm
weather (comes)
and exams are
over."
-Stacy Bolyard, Red
Cross employee
, The Red Cross believes Bowling Green is a good source for
donations and she anticipates at
least 20 percent of the students
will participate in the drive.

The amount of blood donated
in February is relatively low
compared to donations during
the other two blood drives — in
November and April — and this
decline has been attributed to
the first rush of spring semester
exams and the cold weather, she
said.
"It's important for students to
realize that when blood is
needed, we can't wait until
warm weather (comes) and
exams are over," Bolyard said.
During the last blood drive in
November, the amount of blood
donated was plentiful, despite
the fact that several students
were deferred from donating
blood due to flu, colds and
coughs.
The blood drive will begin
Monday in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. All
donors are assured of absolute
confidentiality.

Take The Lead...
Become A Campus
Tour Guide!

t&*oto*o*ot&*<

BG News/ John Potter

Freshman Tanya Daniels (left) receives help from senior Resident
Adviser Corinne Arraez at a tie-dyeing party in pounders Quadrangle Wednesday evening. Residents created customized tie-dye
shirts, boxer shorts and socks.

Survey
Q Continued from page 1.
the top concern for freshmen,
with 86.3 percent (up from 83.9
percent last year) agreeing that
the federal government is not
doing enough to control pollution.
Survey results also indicate a
growing tendency toward activ-

VRICE&VALUEGUARANTEE
.. assures you of receiving Ibe very best values in jewelry.

A record 36.7 percent said they
participated in organized
protests during the year before
entering college; 6.3 percent
said there is a "very good chance" they will participate in
protests in college, up from 5.4
percent in 1988 and 4.7 percent in
1967.
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HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WONT
HAVE TO STUDY FOR-

Applications are
available lo the first 150
applicants. Pick them up
in 118 McFaii center
weekdays 10:30 -12:30
and 1:30 - 3:30. They
must be returned by
February o.
auditions held February 12-23.

All Tied Up

Students who consider themselves to be "class clowns" now
have a chance to show their talents to a larger audience.
The University Activities Organization, in conjuction with
Certs, is sponsoring the second
annual U.S. College Comedy
Competition in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the University Union Feb. 6.
Beginning at 9 p.m., 15 students each will perform threeminute acts. All of the spots
have been filled, but four alternate spots are still open, according to Scott Henricks, director of
performing arts for UAO.
One winner will be chosen
from each of the 100 participating colleges and universities and
will be sent to Florida during
Spring Break to perform in the
finals, Henricks said.
The grand prize winner "will
receive an all-expenses paid trip
for two to New York," said Mary
Keen, graduate advisor for
UAO.
"They will also win a VIP tour
of the city and (a chance) to perform in one of the maior comedy
clubs," Henricks said.
UAO is also planning certain
events before and during the
competition.
"The day of the competition,
UAO will be giving out Certs for
promotion of the event," Keen
said.
Videotapes of each act will be
judged to pick finalists from individual campuses, but "we will
have judges who will select their
own winners," Henricks said.
First, second and third places
will receive $50, $25 and $10, respectively, he said.

A $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out
a Richard Potasy charge account appNcation. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.

^aturdauy ZJ-eoruary

Instant credit approval is subject to the
conditions stated in the credit agreement,
credibility and sufficient income.

1:30 p.m.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1990 PHI MCI INITIATES
ICOl

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

**£^,,

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

11111111 ■ i ■ i ii. in
**r«

Krlsten Ankney
Tina Benninq
Sheila Bomballcki
Andrea Deslllas
Trlna Dohme
Jennifer Doll
Heather Gall
Sandy Glallanza
Amy Gusakov
Tracy Hamby

Julie Howell
Kim La Rue
Joyce Manns
Dayna Martinelll
Ann Margaret Marszal
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Series dispels myths Singers to tour Russia
by Maria Pertne
reporter

People need to learn to feel
comfortable with their own sexuality, as well as that of others
and ignore the myths surrounding sexual orientations, according to a member of the Peoples
Committee on campus.
Tom Huelsbeck, also the hall
manager at Kreischer Quadrangle, discussed heterosexism
and Homophobia Thursday night
at the concluding presentation of
a week-long series "Dispelling
the Myths/' hosted by the Offenhauer staff.
"How do you feel about homosexuality?
Are you comfortable
with it? n he asked each member
of the audience to ask themselves.

Many myths placed on homosexuals by heterosexuals,
Huelsbeck said, and he believes
that heterosexism is a product of
society.
"(Heterosexism) is a perpetuation of an environment that is
intolerant of homosexuality,
lesbianism or bisexuality —
anything that goes against the
norm," he said.
He defined homophobia as the
fear of the same gender, of
having a relationship — whether
it be sexually or friendship
based with someone of the same
sex.
"This may include relationships such as father to son.
mother to daughter or girlfriend
to girlfriend," ne said.
Homophobia is a relevant issue on campus and in society, he
said.

A...

Many first- and second-year
students new to the University
are not exposed to many
different people, and therefore,
may be less open-minded. On
the other hand, the University
experience may be one for experimentation — finding out
one's sexual orientation.
"People come to college to
find themselves," Huelsbeck
said.
Sexual orientation differs
from sexual preference in that
orientation is defined as a way of
life—not a preference.
No one can tell if someone Is
gay, Huelsbeck said.
"You don't know ... the only
way you'll know is if that person
teusyou,"hesaid.
"There is a continual deevaluation by society that 'what
I am doing (a homosexual) is
wrong ana that what I am Is
wrong,'" he said.
"It takes a lot of strength and
courage to represent your sexual orientation in a society that's
so prevalent in heterosexuality,''Huelsbeck said.
In closing, Huelsbeck asked
each individual, no matter what
their orientation, to know himself and accept himself for who
he or she is.
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The Bowling Green High
School Madrigal Singers plan to
tour the Soviet Union this spring
— if they can raise $37,000.
The 17-member choir, directed by James Brown, plan to
spend 16 days traveling across
the country in April.
"The choir chose Russia because it's very timely right
now," Brown said. "We toured
Poland five years ago and found
that the arts are much more important to people there than they
are to people in the United

Join the WBGU
Broadcast Crew at

"We believe that, for them,
listening to concerts is a way of
forgetting that their lives are so
difficult, he explained.
During the group's visit to Poland, their concerts were attended by audiences of 1,000 to
2,000 people.
Music performed In Polish
cathedrals included sacred music and mass selections, Brown
said, and music from American
composers such as Leonard
Bernstein and Aaron Copeland
was also performed. The choir
also sang American spirituals,
which were "especially enjoyed," Brown said.

Friendship house
hosts performers
byTaraA. Rataeoa
staff writer

The Soviet Friendshis
Houses in which the 1
Singers win be
Committee for the Defense of
Peace, according to Erin
Stakbnova, a visiting profs*
sor of Russian from Kiev,
UJ5JS.R.
.officially called
Houses of Friendship of Peoples from Foreign i
are local centers used to I
visiting foreign organizaUonsTshesaid.
The houses are local
centers for social meetings
with, or performances
foreigners and foreign

"»4.7 Am.
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States.

by Tan A. Ralnaon
staff writer

Cations, said Timothy Pogacar, assistant professor of
German and Russian.
A friendship house is "a
natural
«1 place for performers
from foreign cicountries to perform to tte
the Soviet Union,'
Union,"
Pogacarsaid.
the houses are local branches to a network of peace organisation* beaoW by the
National Committee for the
Defense of Peace, also known
as the Soviet Peace Movement, he said.
The Soviet Peace Movement, a government organisation, "goes back to the
Khruschev years," Pogacar
said. The movement u "a
national organisation for
peace and friendpeople In ether
countries."

TUN€ TO 88.1 FM WBGU THIS FfllDflV
AND SATURDAY NIGHTS FOR FALCON
HOCKCV. TH€ FALCONS HOST MIAMI IN

BGSU vs. Miami
Hockey
Tonight at 6:00 pm

"Happy Hours**
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352-7571
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more, your ArtCarved
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by a Full Lifetime
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Save Up 10*80
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■« ^
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Fundraisers such as flower
and pizza sales are planned to
raise about half the amount
needed for the trip and they will
continue throughout the school
year, even after the choir returns, he said.
The choir also applied for
grants from local and major
foundations and corporations.
When the Madrigals depart
April 8, this will be the choir's
seventh foreign trip, Brown
said.
The tour will begin in LeninKd and include the capitals of
via, Lithuania and Estonia.
They will also visit some smaller villages and conclude with
four days in Moscow, be said.
The choir will perform eight to
10 concerts, Brown said, and
some will be in schools "so the
students can meet other students their own ages," Brown
said.
Other performances are
scheduled for Friendship
Houses, which are public gathering places for people of the
Soviet Union.

Troops
a Continued from page 1.
"The Soviet Union remains
the only nation on Earth capable
of destroying the United
States," Cheney said, adding
that even if afl Soviet troops
leave Eastern Europe, Moscow
would retain its geographic advantage in the event of a
European crisis.
He said it was important not to
drop below a certain troop level
in Europe.

Sorority
D Continued from page 1.
"A chapter house does not
make a sorority," Arnholt said,
"it is the sorority women who
make the sorority."
Interested sororities will be
made aware the availability for
a house for their chapter is questionable and they will have the
option of being put on the waiting list for a house.
Arnholt predicted that Panhel
wiU vote as to whom will be invited to campus at their last
meeting on April 24 and colonization wiU begin at the end of
September or early October.

AN IMPORTANT CCHH SCRKS. JOIN TODD
GOLDBC-RG AND KAAL FAANCC AS
TH€V BRING VOU ALL THC ACTION ON UJBGU.
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WIN THE INDIANA JONES SOUNDTRACK !
Name .^_____
Phone.
Address __
In this movie
who played Indiana Jone* as a kid ?

JRTQ1RVED
V.

University loofcrtore
Location

Fwbruory 5-6
Doc

What was Indiana Jones' dog's
name? __—___^^___

COLLEGE JEWELRY

1Q:OOa.m.-3:OOpjm.
Time

$15.00

Bring the above entry to the movie either Friday or Saturday
night. For a chance to win the Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
soundtrack. One winner will be drawn from all qualified entries
on Monday, Febuary 5th. Sherri Woodruff won the Batman
soundtrack last week.
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Garbage spurs
new job growth

Youth recreation offered
BG City tax dollars help sponsor sports activities
by Scott Gertnger
reporter

The crowds were roaring in
Anderson Arena as he went to
take the shot —but the superstar wasn't Joe Moore
Wednesday night It was a
four foot. 10-inch youngster
participating in a city recreation program.
The basketball program is
just one of many youthoriented activities sponsored
by City Rec sponsors, according to Bob Hastings, recreation coordinator for the department of parks and recreation.
Activities are funded
through city tax dollars, a $7
participation fee and the cooperation of the Bowling
Green Board of Education,
Hastings said.
University students may
also participate in the program, acting as coaches; four
of the 11 student coaches participated in Wednesday's
half-time game.
Hastings said the University's basketball fans are usually receptive to the budding
players.
''College students look for a
cause. They are motivated
for the underdog —the awkward kids," he said.
Tim Ignarsky, graduate
student in recreation management and the first University student involved in the
program, said he believes college students are best suited
for the task of coaching
younger kids because they do
not get emotionally involved.
"The most important job of

the coaches is to keep in mind
the program philosophy that
competition will be low-key,
instructional and stress fundamentals as outlined by the
BG High School coaching
staff," Ignarsky said.
"The program incorporates
sportsmanship, cooperation,
self discipline and other positive basketball principals,"
he said.
The coaches are being paid
for their efforts, but future
budget restrictions may
make these positions voluntary and Hastings hopes University students will accept
the coaching challenge without pay.
Beth Olivier, senior social
work major and coach at
Conneaut Elementary, said
she believes many students
will volunteer for available
positions without salary and
encourages anyone interested
to do so.
"You can obtain valuable
experience working with the
kids," she said. "As a social
work major, I would give my
time for the rewards involved."
Young basketball players
practice and scrimmage in
public facilities, Hastings
said.
The Bowling Green Optimists Club founded city youth
recreation, but could no
longer donate the time
needed to sustain the program, Hastings said.
"The time commitment
was more than they could
handle — thus the formation
of the Parks and Recreation
Department," he said.

by Martt Henriksen
reporter

Growing interest in preserving the environment has created
new job opportunities and rising
salaries in current positions, according to a University environmental official.
Justine Magsig, assistant director for the University's environmental programs, said the
environmental studies program
helps students attain these Jobs
by offering degrees in environmental science, environmental
policy and analysis and environmental health.
The program was started in
1969 and has been one of the
longest existing programs in the
country, Magsig said. Most environmental programs ended
after the environmental era, in
the late 1960s and early 1970s.
A renewed interest in the environment has caused the program to expand from 45 to 120

students in a period of four to
five years, Magsig said.
She believes this interest in
the environment may stem from
the Exxon oil spill and Bush's
publicly announced concern for
the environment during his
presidential campaign.
The United States has started
to deal with its environmental
problems, including its enormous waste problem, Magsig
said.
"In Ohio, we are required to
recycle 25 percent of our waste
by 1992 —Imagine how many
people they wifl need for that
(kind of) job," Magsig said.
More jobs can also be created
by using the concept of waste
exchange, which allows businesses to use other businesses'
waste as a resource, Magsig
said.
Other career opportunities include dealing with environmental law, nature preservation and
businesses consultations, she
said.

Lobby
D Continued from page 1.
and publishes them quarterly
in the university paper, he said.
Coughlin said BGSU also
makes public their statistics for
the benefit of students who currently attend and for those students and parents who are looking at the University.
''Some universities don't publish their crime stats at all/'he
said.
Another problem posed by the
committee was the requirement
for universities to submit complete staff biographies for safety
reasons, Coughlin said.
"Sure it would be a lot of
work," he said. "But it would be
one small tree in a big forest of
reports made by a university

Photo illustration by Greg Horvatfc
Roger Pruger sets and shoots for the Kenwood Elementary Orangeman as Dave Hollinger (left) and Jamie Cook (far right) of the
Ridge Elementary Rams basketball team position themselves for
the rebound. The two teams, who participate in a city recreation
program, squared off at half-time of the BG-Akron game Wednesday.
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gas for heating, cooking and hot water included
air conditioning
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Undergraduate Student Government

Campus Shuttle
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on site laundry - on site parking
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Winthrop Terrace Apartments
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400 Napolean Rd.
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55.75

-George Ballas Toyota

each year."
Rammel said he had several
reservations about the bill.
"I would like there to be
differentiation between oncampus crimes and the ones
committed off-campus but involve on-campus students,"
Rammel said.
"There also should be a way to
incorporate the stats of the city
police in addition to those of the
campus police," he said.
Others present at the hearing
included: Ohio University Student Government President
Joanna Bewick, University of
Toledo campus security chief
Frank Pizzulo and Marietta College campus security chief
Howard Korn.

The Undergraduate Student Government cordially invites you
to attend the annual State of the University Address
on Monday, February 5, in the General Assembly Room
at McFall Center. Kevin Coughlin, President of USG,
will discuss what USG has done and what it plans to do.
Questions will be taken.
All are welcome and encouraged to attend.

a

352 - 9135

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC
AFFAIRS EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500

Deadline: Friday, March 2,1990
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams. Sr. and his distinguished
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a
Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting,
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a
minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her
senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1991. Each fellow will
receive Si.soo. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening
process and further review which may include personal interviews.
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Hcuicmlicr to Tip your Delivery Person

"A Gathering Place

LATE NIGHT DINING

ORDER IN OR DINE OUT! ^
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Specials Honored After 12:00 Midnight
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SI.99 Small Cheese Pizza (Inside only)
.25' Off BreadstkJcs (Inside only)
Lasagna $1.50 Salad Bar 75' Extra Between 5-9 p.m.
Delivery Hours Extended Sun-Wed until 2:30 am
Live Entertainment with Jeff Foster From 10 p.m.-la.m.

• OVI H 80 IMPORT! I) BEERS • (IAKI.K BUI AD

The application form and all support materials, including letters of
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office. Mileti
Alumni Center by 4:0O p.m., Friday, March 2. 1990.

Pizza Sub
$2.50
Polleyes Pizza

Applications are available in the university Relations office, Mileti Alumni
Center; School of Mass Communications,302 West Hall; and the Political
Science Department, 115 Williams Hall
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Medium-Traditional One Item
Thin Pizza 12*
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Falcons, Cardinals try to keep pace
by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

When the women's basketball
team lost two-straight games to
upstarts Ball State and Miami
by a total of five points, things
were looking dim in Falcon
country.
Since the losses, BSU and MU
have proven they are not only
sunrises, but serious contenders
for the Mid-American Conference title.
The Cardinals (12-6 overall)
have won four of six MAC games
since and have pulled into a
third-place tie with BG and Central Michigan at 5-3. The Red-

skins (15-3) have sprinted out to
first place with a perfect M
mark.
Saturday, the Falcons will get
a chance to redeem one of those
losses when they play BSU at
Anderson Arena, a 12:45 p.m.
contest. Wednesday, they travel
to Miami.
"It was a very difficult loss (at
BSU) because we had opportunities to win," head coach Fran
Voll said. "It was the type of loss
that sticks with you."
In the BSU game on Jan. 6, the
Cardinals' Jenny Eckert scored
a layup with five seconds left to
put BSU up 60-59.
On the following inbounds
plav. BG's Traci Gorman was

"Right now we're moving
closer and closer to crunch
time.
--Fran Voll,
women's basketball coach
fouled and sent to the line to
shoot the one and one. Her first
attempt was off the rim and the
follow-up jumper by Angie Banner was partially blocked.
"(Eckert) is a premier player
in the league," voll said. "She
can drive on you and if you don't
respect her jumper, she'll hit
that."
Voll said the team is more
settled-in now then they were
the first game because the
players have a better understanding of their roles and responsibilities on the court.
Yet, Voll knows no matter bow
well his team is playing, they
can't afford a lapse down the
strecfarun.
"Right now we're moving
closer and closer to crunch
time," he said. "Now we're not

I Campus • Over 80 Imported Bc«'rs
Polly eyes
"A Gathering Place"
1352-9638 or 354-0056
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"Jazz Night"

E
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With Mike Petrosino. Chris Berget. ft Dan Faehnle
Every Tuesday at 8 p.m.-12 midnight
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in !

Free DHiverv • Salads

only vying for a MAC championship, but also for position in the
MAC tournament.
One BG player who the Cardinals aren't too familar with is
freshman Lori Albers. In the
first meeting, Albers played just
nine minutes — scoring only
four points and grabbing five
rebounds.
Since then, Albers has taken
over the starting forward position and become a major part of
the Falcon success — BG is 7-1
when she starts. In her last seven starts, she is averaging 12
points and 8.5 rebounds in 23.5
minutes.
Junior Heather Finfrock, the
player Albers replaced in the
starting lineup, failed to score in
14 minutes of action at BSU.

However, she has played well
lately.
Sunday, against Valparaiso,
Finfrock scored a season high 15
points in 22 minutes.
Ethel Gregory's Cardinals enter the game riding a three
game winning streak — including a 75-68 victory over Toledo.
Eckert leads all BSU scorers
averaging 17.3 ppg. Eckert
scored 17 points In the first
meeting. Kelli Hipsher (12.1) is
the only other player averaging
in double figures. Stephanie
McQuinn (9.3) leads the team in
rebounding with a 5.3 per game.
Falcon Notes...Sophomore
Katie McNulty has missed the
last three games and is now
undergoing tests for an undetermined illness at St. Vincent's Hospital in Toledo, according to women's trainer Annette Davidson. Davidson added
the illness is not athletically related and they are uncertain
about when McNulty will return...Junior Erin Vick has been
one of the Falcon's strongest reserves averaging nine points a
game...In his career, Voll has
guided the Falcons to a 72-19
(.741%) record in the MAC and
120-42 (.791%) overall record.
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Give
another birthday
Give blood
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American Red Cross
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FOR A MAC GAMC AGAINST B.G.
JOIN J€FF GIBBONS AND JOCL VASHINSKV
FOA ALL TH€ PLAV BV PLAV AT 3:00 P.M.
SATUADAV ON UJBGU.

Defending
champs
invade BG
Label it the neighborhood
bullv against the new kid on the
block, or just call it veteran versus upstart. Maybe champion
Eitted against challenger would
e appropriate.
Call it what you will, but don't
call Saturday's 3 p.m. Ball
State-Bowling Green matchup
just another Mid-American Conference basketball contest.
Hie champion? Yes, it's those
same big, bad Cardinals who
won enough individual awards
to last a lifetime a year ago. On
their way to a 29-3 record, BSU
won the MAC regular season
and tournament championships,
then stunned Pittsburgh in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament before falling to eventual Final Four qualifier Illinois
in the second round.
The Cardinals (14-4 overall,
6-1 in the MAC) entered the
season with the weight of the
world on their shoulders. With
everybody returning — the lone
exception being Rick Hall who
averaged a whopping 1.0 points
and rebounds a year ago—BSU
was expected turn out the same
results.
The one difference, though, is
nSeeCagers,page8.
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THE COUNT AMD THE DUKE

FALCON FEVER!
CATCH ITI

featuring Basle drummer
Harold Jones
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Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 8p.m.
KOBACKER HALL
Moore Musical Arts Center, BG8CI
Tickets: Adults-S7, S12 & »17
Students-**, S9 & $14
To Reserve Tickets Call 372-8171
Special Pre-Show Discussion at 7:30 In Bryan Hall
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THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE

THE 1990 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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Congratulations to the 1989
officers for a job well done!
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Undergraduate Student Governmtnl

Now is your chance
to get involved
with USG

3

Applications for 12 senators at-large,
0 vice president, and president will be
M
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Student Services.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and
faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors and graduate students who
have given distinguished service to Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to recieve consideration for a Distinguised Service Award, a senior or graduate student must have demonstrated outstanding service contributions to BGSCI through one or more areas of University service (college
and/or department activities, student governmnent, student activities, Greek
Life, athletics, etc.)
Seniors graduating in the 1989-90 academic year (Winter commencement,
1989; Spring and Summer commencements, 1990) and graduate students
who would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service Award and those
faculty/administrative staff who would like to submit nominations, may obtain
an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147.
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS 18 5 P.M.,
FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 1990.
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leers eying CCHA playoffs

December and January and we
want that to continue going into
February," BG coach Jerry
York said. "We have to play to
the best of our ability. We can't
After taking seven out of 12 let emotions get involved."
The Falcons (17-12-1, 15-10-1
points against Central Collegiate Hockey Association CCHA) begin the stretch at the
Cers Michigan State, LakeIce Arena tonight and Satur:rior and Michigan, one day against the Redskins
might think the Falcon hockey (10-16-4,6-15-3). Though the reteam has headed for calmer cords show disparity, one
waters.
common force drives both
squads — the CCHA playoffs.
Not quite.
Nautically
While BG is looking to secure
home ice for the first round,
speaking,
!
•
<*
the Redskins are trying to
BG's next
three oppomake the playoffs for the first
n e n 18 —
time since the 1964-85 season.
Miami this
Fighting for a playoff bid had
made MU a more formidable
weekend followed by
opponent than earlier this
Ferris State
season when the BG swept it,
and Illnois- York
York said.
Chicago — resemble ripples
compared to the tsunamis at
"The difference about this
the top of the league. Still, if Miami team with six games
BG wants to end the season left is that they are in a good
docked among the CCHA's competitive race for a playoff
elite, it cannot sail smoothly spot," he said. "That will, in
through its final three league turn, make them much more
series.
competitive.
"We've played well in
First-year Redskin head

coach George Gwozdecky concurs.
"Ever since the beginning of
January we have been fighting
hard to win," he said. ''Every
game is serious and we've been
treating them like playoff
games. I've seen a more intense team coming out for both
nights of series, and I was not
seeing that in the early
season."

by Mike Drabeiwtott
sports writer

Gwozdecky is not losing
sense of reality though — he
said his squad and BG are far
from comperable.
"I don't think we (match-up)
with BG at all," he said.
"They're an upper-division
team and we're fighting for our
playoff lives. I look at them the
same way I look at a Lake Superior or Michigan State."
BG played equal to its upperdivision status when the two
teams met in November. The
Falcons connected on seven of
16 power-play opportunities
and outshot MU 87-43 in winning 7-3 and 7-5 at Goggin Ice
Arena in Oxford, 0. Because
special-team play accounted

iL

for 12 of the series' 22 goals,
Gwozdecky said it should hold
importance again.
They hurt us on the power
play," he said. "We need to adjust our game and stay out of
the penalty box. With BG's
home-ice advantage, we might
tend to get off our game."
BG defenseman Rob Blake
had his season's best twinbUl
last meeting, scoring four
goals and assisting on four others. Though Blake's dominance is no mystery to MU.
York said the Redskins will
need to contain more than the
junior defenseman.
"If Miami shadows or covers
him, it will be no different from
how other teams have played
him," York said. "It's important that Rob passes to people
if he's covered, and he's been
doing that all year."
Young goaltending also will
be featured in the weekend series. Friday, MU will start
sophomore Mark Michaud
(9-11-3, 5.02 goal against average) while BG will counter
with freshman Angelo Libertucci(lM,4.01GAA).

Falcon swim team
hosts Spartans
by Steve Esston
sports writer

The women's and men's swimming and diving teams will be trying to stay "above water" when they host Michigan State in a dual
meet Saturday that begins at 2 p.m. at Cooper Pool.
The women (8-5) lost to Michigan St. last season by a score of
165-76, but they will be looking to repeat their performance of two
years ago when defeated the Spartans.
The Falcon divers will be faced with a tough task this weekend as
they face MSU's defending NCAA diving champion Julie Farrell.
"Our divers will have a tremendous challenge against Julie Farrell," coach Brian Gordon said. "Realistically, we will have to attempt to just try to get second place in the diving events."
The swimming events could be closely contested if the swimmers
perform up to expectations.
"If everybody swims well, we can put some pressure on them,"
Gordon said. ''Anytime when you're at home going into the final
events, you have a chance."
The men have a more formidable challenge as they will try to improve on their 4-8 dual meet record. Last year, BG lost to MSU by a
145-96 score and this year it will be hard pressed to keep it close.
"Michigan State has a good team with a new coach, and it will be
interesting how they swim tomorrow," Gordon said.
Gordon expects to use some different lineups in an effort not to get
stale.
"We will change some people in different races and then we will
come back with our regular lineup next week against Ball State," he
said.

WWE

Netters open spring
season in Ann Arbor
by Jamie Joss
sports writer

The women's tennis team is
dusting off its racquets and
opening new cans of tennis balls
as they get ready to continue the
dominance they showed in last
fall when they posted a 3-1 mark.
The women had victories over
Cleveland State. Cincinnati, and
Eastern Kentucky and their only
loss was to Ohio State.
The team will travel to Ann
Arbor, Mich., Sunday to face the
Wolverines. Coach Sheila Chiricosta said that Michigan is usually in the middle of the Big Ten
Conference standings.
"This is a tune-up match, but
we are going into it with the feeling that we can win," Chiricosta
said. "The girls' confidence
level is really up from the fall

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
SIXTH MAN

WOMKN 12:45. MEN 3:00 P.M.

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

Sponsored by the African American
Graduate Student Association

Across From Carter Park
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air
Conditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.

J52-0717

Hrs. M-F

SAT

Karen Coats

Kris Menhorm

Craig Crock

Karen Ravas

Theresa DeFranco

Bonnie Robertson

Stephanie Filak

Jennifer Ross

Marian Chazel

Rita Schafer

Jennifer Griffin

Jennifer Scheffler

Grace Guillermo

Bryan Schenker

Sheryl Howard

Gayle Thatcher

Daphne Jones

Greg Valandingham

Stacy Kauffman

Shannon Walker

Lorie Keller

Ty Welker

Tina Krukar

Judy Wicinski

Cindy Lefeld

Anne Williams

Mai Ling Low

Amy Wilson

Ida B. Wells : A PASSION
FOR JUSTICE"
Wednesday, February 7, 1990
7 pm
BAA 1007

Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

224 E. WOOSTER ST. ~c~ -._ , _

Liz Maillard

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

GREENBRIAR INC.
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WE CARE

Matthew Blamy

lOMl SUPPOR1 11II HOMl TEAM-Wl \R YOUR ORANGE!

**

CARE

TO THE NEW 1989 - 90
ORIENTATION HOSTS

FALCONS V. BALL STATE

Film Series **\

WE

CONGRATULATIONS

TOMORROW!

and they're hoping to carry that
over into the spring."
The squad returns all starters
from last year except Cara Whalen who started at the #6 spot
and teamed up with Tisa Pacella
as #3 doubles team. Whalen will
miss the season for medical
reasons.
First singles player Carla
Marshack earned a third-place
finish as a freshman in the MAC
tournament last year and posted
a respectable 15-11 record.
Senior Nanette Zimmerman
will serve as co-captain and
maintain her second singles position where she was 12-11 last
year. The other co-captain,
senior Brenda Conley, will play
third singles. Her fall record
was 8-10.
Sophomore Pacella will step
into the fourth singles spot after
□ See Netters, page 8.

CARE

Elizabeth Yagel

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT _.

9-5

POWARD'S
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PHI MU'S
SHINE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
OF MISS B.G.S.U.

210 N. MAIN

ML.

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

419-352-9951

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

31
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...Pageant Contestants
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HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

Tracy Drager
Toni Velleman
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...Behind the Scenes
1095

V/tY My

Stacey Bayrle . . . Program Director

|l|)Cott Mqrapi

I0K.

Tina DeGennero . . . Treasurer

"l
I

Angi Mangas . . . Assistant Producer
Lora Marini . . . Public Relations Director
Susan VanDonsel . . . Executive Producer
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Michelle Gram
Lori Walker
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BG to host important meet Ex-Toledo star leads SX1
Buckeyes to win

higher than BG in their meets so the team and the consistency
far this year.
throughout the lineup will de"By the scores so far this termine the outcome of the
season they look better then we meet.
It's the 'battle of the birds' do, so we know we have a battle
Friday night in Eppler North ahead of us," Simpson said.
"It's not the win or loss that's
gym, as the women s gymnas- "They have a real strong vault- going
to be critical — it's going
tics team takes on the Ball State ing team and have the returning
> be how well we perform. If we
Cardinals at 7:30.
MAC vaulting champion. We can
a good high score,
The Falcons will look to even have to get rid of those errors. that generate
will generate confidence.
their record at 2-2, competing in They're going to be tough."
Simpson said. "All six people in
their first home meet of the
Coming off a win last week at
lineup are going to have to
year. Head coach Charles Simp- Valparaiso, the Falcons will the
out and hit their routines.
son said this meet will be the need more consistency on Fri- stand
not the top people that are
turning point of the season, day if they are to continue their It's
to carry the meet it's the
stressing the need to build mo- winning ways. Led by sopho- going
people — right now we'mentum especially competing in more Mary Beth Friel, who was bottom
re
working
to find a lineup
their home gym. "Being at named MAC gymnast of the that will do hard
that for us."
home is real critical. It's going week, BG looks to score better in
to set the tone for our season and each event, hopefully boosting Netters
the girls know that," Simpson its total score.
said. "Last year we were un"Our goal is to get a 178 plus. D Continued from page 7.
defeated at home and if we don't If we can get that, and show we playing the majority of the 88-89
get off on a good one here, it can score In those high ranges, season at the #5 spot. Junior Kecould be downhill for a long then we are on our way," Simp- lly King, who split her MAC
ways."
son said.
matches last year, will play in
The Cardinals come into the
Winning the meet is important the fifth singles position. She
meet with a deceiving 0-3 re- to Simspon and the team as well. won her flight in the Ohio Intercord, having scored two points However, the performance of collegiate Tournament in the
fall of this year.
Freshman Robyn Monn who
brings her talents all the way
v
Ponca City. Oklahoma will
Ethnic Minority Graduate Studentf from
be slotted sixth singles.
The first doubles team will
Art Exhibition
pair Marshack and Conley who
team-up for the first time this
year. Zimmerman and Pacella
Friday, February 9
will play at the #2 doubles position. The third doubles team
pairs King and Monn.
8 am-5 pm
by Mike Momincy
sports writer
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McFall Center Gallery
2nd Floor
'oaKT Bargain

Night
All Stata 1150

Works By:
Wonhee Chung, Graphic Design
Gregory Johnson, Painting
Gerald Spiver, Painting
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The Emerson Watch:
Nelson Emerson, BG's senior
center, is only five points away
from becoming the Falcons' career point scoring leader. His
three-point performance last
weekend against Lake Superior
moved him just one point away
from second-place George
McPhee (1979-82) and four away
from leader Brian Hills
(1980-83).
Emerson also became last
weekend the first player in the
history of BG hockey to record
four seasons of 50 or more
points.
1. Hills (116-154-270)
2. McPhee (153-114-267)
3. Emerson (101-165-266)

Hie IK. News
is recyclai
Campus
Pollyeyes

January 29

Unity Rally II, Grand Ballroom, 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday

January 30

American Pictures (co-sponsorship)

Wednesday

January 31

Soul Food dinner, 4-6:15, Kreisher

To be announced

Friday

February 2

Keynote Speaker and presenter:

Amani Cultural Center Fundraising Dance
10:00-2:00, Commons, Cost $1.00

YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED
BLACK STUDENT UNION
BSU

BSU

BSU

Rental Office 835 High Street.Phone 352-9378

SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Office hours - Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

••••••*•••••*•••

Kobacker Hall, 7:30 p.m.

BSU

*

*
*

Dr. Charles King

BSU

* Preferred Properties
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Enjoy a good living with

^

Thursday

February 3

Over 80 Imported Beers • Free Delivery •

Tj

careteria (Darrow line)

Live Entertainment

•Enjoy 86 imports with Passport II
Compition of Passport II will entitle you to an authentic, imported Warsleiner German mug. To begin, order a pan pizza
and recieve your own personal passport book
•Freash bread made daily. No Preservilives!
Whole wheat and Italian bread
•Camming Soon, Continental Breakfast-Featuring: baked
goods, freash fruits, coffee, tea, jucies and more
•Live Entertainment tonight w/ Tom Gorman 10p.m.-la.m.
•S4.50 smorg. All you can eat pizza, salad isoup

CELEBRATION OF

Monday

Emerson

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court
352-9638

BSU

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Saturday

Emerson moves up

Shows loniie ai 7:15 & 9:30pm
Coming Soon: Stella

—

13 S U

Mtlffll

DOOM JlflfR DEVilO

Reception 3:00-5:00 pm

'

Week

COLUMBUS (AP) — Freshman Jim Jackson scored 26 points, 18
of them in the first half, as Ohio State defeated Northwestern 101-77
Thursday night, handing the Wildcats their 32nd consecutive Big
Ten Conference road loss.
Jackson hit 12 of 18 shots from the field and had seven rebounds
and two assists as the Buckeyes (9-9 overall and 4-5 in the Big Ten)
ended a four-same losing streak. Ohio State ran its record at St.
John Arena to 7-1 this season.
Mark Baker had 16 points, making seven of 10 tries from the floor,
and Perry Carter had 15 points and hit on all seven of his field-goal
attempts as Ohio State was 42 for 73 for a 58 percent shooting mark,
its best of the season.
Walker Lambiotte scored 26 points and Rex Walters, the leading
scorer in the Big Ten, added 18 and had eight assists for the Wildcats
(8-10 and 1-7).
Ohio State led by as many as 11 points midway through the first
half, but the Wildcats cut the lead to 30-28 on a M run that ended with
a pair of free throws by David Holmes with 6:43 left.
The Buckeyes scored 21 of the next 27 points to take a 51-34 lead by
the 1:25 mark of the half, with Carter scoring nine points in that run.
Northwestern never got closer than 11 points in the second half.
Carter had six rebounds as Ohio State outrebounded the Wildcats
37-30.
Northwestern was 28 for 62 from the field for 45 percent.
Ohio State led 53-39 at the half thanks to 55 percent shooting from
the field.
The defeat was the Wildcats' seventh in their last eight games.

BSU

BSU

BSU

D Continued from page 6.
in the commander of the ship.
Rick Majerus, who turned the
program into a power in just two
seasons, left to take the top spot
at Utah. Dick Hunsaker, an assistant under Majerus, took the
wheel and has done a respectable job, though there has been
undercurrents of a lack of discipline recently.
The challenger? Those same
Falcons that stumbled to a 12-16
mark last season. After posting
a 6-10 conference recordand
falling to Kent State in the first
roundof the MAC tourney, BG
raced home and started preparing for this season — with not a
whole lot of awards to speak of.
This season has been a
different story. Newcomers
Steve Watson and Clinton Venable have blended nicely with a
crop of talented returnees. BG
raced to a 9-2 record before running into trouble created by the
opposition slowing down the
pace and making it play a halfcourt style of game. But the Falcons (13-6,4-4) have overcome
that obstacle recently, winning
the last three contests by beating opponents at their own game
— the execution of the half-court
offense.
So, the two squads clash for
the second time this season Saturday in Anderson Arena. The
first meeting resulted in a 71-65
Cardinal victory at University
Gym in Muncie, Ind. The contest
possessed a championship type
of atmosphere.
It was readily apparent these
teams knew it wasn't just your
ordinary early-season conference game, and the hard feelings resulting from that brutal
affair should make this goaround all the more interesting.
But let'sget one thing
straight. These teams aren't
just two 'goon squads' fighting
lor respectability in whit has
been unfairly labeled a mediocre conference at its best. The
Cardinals and Falcons have
shown the ability and perseverance to jump off the porch and
run with the big dogs.
BSU proved this point last
year with its performance in
NCAA tournanment play. More
impressivley, the Cardinals
have turned around and competed on the national scene
again this season. After a
14-point loss in a lackluster performance against Purdue, the
Cardinals downed a relatively
unknown, but respectable Coppin State squad, and were
nipped by Memphis State in
overtime.
The Falcons' out-ofconference success is well
documented in these parts.
These good fortunes include a
victory at Michigan State, a
thumping of a nationallyrecognized Siena program, and
a two-point loss at Providence.
Yes, Memphis State is the
same team we watch routinely
on ESPN, Michigan State and
Purdue are the teams challenging for a Big Ten title, and the
same Providence squad upset
Georgetown earlier in the year.
The underlying meaning to
this scenario is the fact the BG
student body and community
doesn't need to watch quality
major college basketball
through the eyes of Dick Vitale
orAlMcGulre.
Granted, I'm not proposing
the MAC to take on the Big East
and Big Ten and convert to the
Big MAC. But it's bad enough to
not have something to take pride
in, than to have it and not realize
its there.
Meanwhile, the Cardinals and
Falcons continue to take the
chuckle preceeding the mentioning of MAC basketball on the
national scene.
- Mark Huntebrinker
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Classifieds
CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS
• Moapttality MO HIT SocMty •
Milling ■ Monday Fab 6*1 ■ 7:OOpm
Union Tall Room • Prolaaaloml Draaa
Spaakar - From Lakaairja Raaon
•• HARRIOTT DAY"
FES. 11,10-2. BAINOFLLOUNOE
PANEL ONCUMMN MICIAHCNA
LOUNGE FROM 7:0<H:3O
•EMOM - MMQ YOOH MMIMC1
THE TME It WONT FOM MANHOTT
A.M.A. MANKETIWa WEEK
I "Changaa ki MarkaMng In ttw M'a"
■ton Fa6 5th: in Tlplon ol Dlacovar Mrto
Innovation! anaaaa on
"Chang** In HaaRh Can. MMg"
7:30-«:30pmBA110
Tin* Fab 8lh: Ona on On. «rHh
Moa CroaalBlua ShlaKI
Quaatkm 177 Cad On* ToaMk 354-5442
A.MLA. MARKETINO WEEK
'Changaa In HarkaUng In MM M'a"

te Co
nlc
*,kie.
Ever though! about going lo gred achoor?
Than com* hear Tana Raha'e experiences In
her graduate work In ma** cornrnurxcaaOne
She haa aMo produced local shows M Channel
27. Wal meet Wednesday. Fab. 7 M 7:30 pm
xi 111 BA Pteaee plan on attending i

'ranaiCortrjrakJkatona to Chrlatl Cleaves on her recent paarang to Todd Mlnney i
Lov*. your Sisters

AOTT
MICHELLE STERN
Gel excited tor xHwHon on Sunday It agoing lo
be vary special and I can't wan to ahara ■ with
you.
Lov*-H**ther

"WSPFII BW THE MYTHS"
A prOQaWlafTlBTIQ •#•*■•• Ofl HO"TX)pOOO«al
Jan 28-Fab 1

Show your SPIRfri
Support your SWara at the Maa BGSU Pageant
Saturday avnlngl See Y* Theral

m Via "01 SPELLING THE MYTHS" series
"What s my an*?' Sunday al 7 00pm
Otlenhauers Main Lounge

• • ALPHA OMsCRON PI • •
LI'Barb Lutheran.
Gat payched tor Mkstonl I'm so proud of youll I
LOVE MY UTTLEI
YOUR BIG.
HEATHER
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT

AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
Bag JB Stanton
Happy Senior AppracaOon Day'
Haw* an awaaoma weekandl
Wei gel together tor dinner soon'
Alpha love A mine.
ITIOnbaYty
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT

In the "DtSPELUNO THE MYTHS" series
"Homophobia and AIDS" Gat th* tact*
Monday at 8:00pm
Oflenhauer s Mam Lounge

LOST • FOUND
CASH REWARD" Lost aquamarine a diamond
pendant on chain 1-23-00 between Harshman
Quad. B A .AUnion Please cal372 4873
LOST: 1 pair ol brownah nmmed glaaaaa In
gray carrying case Cal Wendy al 2-1S78.

Wad. Fab 7th 30 mln morta"Markallng Warfara"
BA. 11a 7:30pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Thw*. Fab *th Spaakar Faggy Maet
ol Th* Andaraona
7:304:30pm Alumni Room (Union)

A TO Z DATA CENTER • 362-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing, neeum**, FAX, copiee

Frl. Fab ath Happy Hour. 5-«pm
QtMMIonar? Call Rich Tutor 3S4-4128
CHILLOUT RESIDENTS OF ROOOERS
Hal lo* Skating Party
Sunday Fab 4. 3 30-5 30 PM
$ 1.50 ADM. and. 50 canta lot akakta
Bring 10

emu. OUTI
Community Opan Shara
Coma ahow akntaa. poama. thoughta, mualc.
art. ate. or |ual coma lor tha anrtchmant A anMonday Jan 20
8:30 PM Fraa to avaryona
UCF C«ntar(comar of Thurabn)
Evary othar Monday thru April Sth

• • ALPHA XI DELTA • •
BIG ANN MARIE
Congratulatlona on your Spall poaHonll I am so
proud of you. I know I don 1 tea you enough, but
you are so spectel to m* Thank you for baftavIng In me. I love my BtgH
Lov*. UT Erin
••Buttdy"
What more can I aay?
Hove you'
ps Daaaaaakedmelodothla"
Youra tor ever.

!•*•■

EXPERIENCED BUSINESS TYPIST
Reasonable Rat** a Accuracy
Letters, reports, mailings, etc.
Can Arltaal 352-3887
Need a caring reeponse
to your pregnancy concerna7
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 3M HOPE
For Into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Weddings from S369 00
Cal John 372-8170 evenings

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6 7:004:30PM
UNION LENHART BALLROOM
SPEAKER: MS. SANDIOEOROE
KAPPA DELTA PI EDUCATION HONORARY
MEETING: Sunday. Fab 4
5:00pm • Alumni Rm - Union
Spaakar: Mm. M Yon
"Raatortng Raapact lor Taachara"
Mambera ahongty anoouragad
toattondl
NSSIHA FUNDRAISER
Vawnttna Heart Sale Fab. 6th
thru tha 13thlrom9 00-4:00 at
(he Math Science Bunding
Have a haart and give a HI to
cocniT»WwC«Hiti*M
Ptl CHI IUPA Mealing
Wl hoal a panel ol Qrad Student*:
Caracal. Developmental t Experimental
FIND OUT THE TRUTH about Qr.d School
8:30 Fob. 6/Rm 108 Psych
REQQAE TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEY
Sal Fab 10, Opm. NE Common*
Mualc by Major Coup Band (Cleveland)
A Caribbean Association Event
' ■ ONE LOVE *•
Saturday Morning Recreation Program
Mr Youth wttti Olaabtutlae
Saturday. Fab 3rd
Group I Meet at R*c Center at 10:45
Group II Meet at R*c Canter at 10 45
Group ■ "Sunahai*" Meet at
Haye«HalatB:45
SPORTS SCENEI Tun* H *v*ry Sunday night
to Bowling Greens' only radio sport* c*l m
ahow. Thafa SPORTS SCENE nary Sunday at
fctOpwontyonSt-t FM.WSOU.
THIS SATURDAY...
Get your act together and bring It lo
DRV DOCK
lor a
Up Sync Cornwall
Anyone can enter, whether il'a a group or sok)
1 st place 175.00 worm ol local girl cettmcatee
2nd pssc*-160.00 worth ol local gut oartlhcates
3rd oBce-125.00 worth ol local gitl certifcates
Use our muaic or bring your own
Contestanls mud arrive at 0:00. The contest
start at 10:00. We w* accept acts until 10:00
or unM all slots ara Head.
See you at DRY DOCK!
That Thuraday. February 8th. the CAMPUS
DEMOCRATS wil be having a meeting at 4pm
m the Faculty Room In the UnrvTWly Union.
WOMEN FOR WOMEN GENERAL MEETING
Sunday Fab 4. 7:00 PM at United ChraMan Fellowship Cantar. 313Thurstm Coma help work
on planning.
Take Back th* NlgMI
Th* goals ol 'Take Back Hi* Night" are lo «v
cr**a* awareness ol tha problem ol violence
agMn*l woman and lo help woman recognize
that they can loin together to protect lh*magalnat thai violence For more Into,
contact tha Women's Center at
372-2281. SM you mere1

AOTT ' KRISTIN ■ AOTT
I hop* thle weekend
a very special'
YOUR BIO LOVES YOU

••• DELTA GAMMA •"
Ufa Laura *nd Moty
What would we do
without two wonderful UrUaa Ik* you?
Keep s smHe on your (see
knowing Delta Gamma is the right piece'
UTB-JenlStac

AOTT UT Chrtasy Saver AOTT
Get payched tor s"MOST EXCELLENT''
mmatloni Lov*. Your big Saty Jeea

AOTT KrioBn Knappir AOTT
Good Luck m the Mae BGSU Pageant tha
weekend Love. Your AOTT Sassrs

"^ALPHAOMKSONPF"
AOTr-HEATHERKESSELL'AOTT
YOU FINALLY MADE IT'I
INITIATION IS ALMOST HEREGET EXCfTEDM
I LOVE MY U'L!"
ALPHA LOVE.
ANDREA

• -ATTENTION SENIORS" "
Senior Appreciation Day
ia February 3

PERSONALS

Seats reserved al the man's baakatbel game
against Baa State al 3:30
Happy Hours st Quarter's Cale
5-7 PM
Sp*c«l food and drink prices

WBGU RADIO
LIVE REMOTE
BEFORE HOCKEY GAME
THIS FRIDAY
QUARTERS CAFE '
DRINK AND FOOD SPECIALS

"BO GYMNASTICS"
Sowkng Green is. Ball State
Frldsy, Feb. 2 st 7:00 PM
1 U Eppler North
Com* see your Falcone fly through the ak
"BGOYMNASTICS"

WBGU RADIO
UVE REMOTE
BEFORE HOCKEY GAME
THIS FRIDAY
QUARTERS CAFE
DRINK AND FOOD SPECIALS

"BOaYMNASTICS"
Bowling Green .a. Ball State
Friday, Fab. 2 at 7:00 PM
IHEpptor North
Come see your Falcons fly through ths sir
"BO GYMNASTICS"
' •PRESIDENTS FORUM''
TURN IN THOSE RSVP'S
BY FEB. 2.1900
TO 426 STUDENT SERVICESI
"OPJ3CTOFOMEOA"
' -PRESIDENT'S FORUM''

Quarters Cafe
Welcomes All Seniors
TNa Saturday
Opan At Noon
With Food 6 Drink Speclata

Bathing Suit SfJa
Sektctod Style* 20*4 oft
Jaena-NThlng* 531 RktgaSt

' DELTA ZCTA*
LH' Michele Snyder
Congratukttionat Get *xcrt*d lor Initiation.Your
Big loves you'
DZ Love and Mine.
Jut*
■ DELTA ZETA•HotyRy*'
Th* day raw flnaty come.
when you turn 21
Saturday night Is Mmost here,
so gat ready to celebrate A cheer
Happy Birthday'
Love. Apt 23

ALPHA OMICRON PI
•KRISTIN KNEPPER'
BEST OF LUCK WITH
•MISS BGSU'
LOVE. BK3 KRISTIN

• Hoaprtaltty MOMT Society •
Meeting ■ Monday Fab 6th ■ 7:00pm
Union Tan Room - Profamonal Dress
Srxaakar-FromLakeaklaReaort
• PENNY PLETCHER '
Beet of kick Saturday nightl
I'm behind you al the way'
Your* th* BEST ■"BuckaTOO"!
Lov*. J*n.
• PHIMUPHIMU '
LA" Lorl Walker
CONGRATULATIONS
on going acttv*!
Leva "Your Florida Big"

ALPHA OMICRON PI
•••LaraLaV
Tm ao excited about your Initiation on Sunday
and I hop* you ara tool
Lovaya-Tartl
Alpha Phi FIJI
StephanieCongrsts on your lavaaarlng to Chile
I'm so happy lor both ol you!'
Your* th* beat Irlend 6 roomto-EVERt
Lov • "B"
AOTT
HEATHER HAVERFIELD
Hay HUe. wal th* tkn* ha* Unaty come tor you
lo tlnd out what AOTT I* al about I am ao proud
of youll
Lov*-Heather

We will be leasing the following locations
for the Fall of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 4 560 Frazee Avenue
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Tnurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m.
9 a.m.

5 p.m.
1 pirn.

FIJI • KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
BETH:
Oat psyched tor tomorrow night' Back Damond a aura to be a greet time'
Lov*.
Scott

March 18-26TH
Camping: s300Lu.uryVraas.-Mii
Spectel rat** for group*;4 or more)
DISCC4JHTSiDISC0WTSrusSC0UNTS
Celt353-TOUR-3S»-e»i7
Greek Week sponsors s
apeghettl dinner tor only
13.00 all-you-can-eetl
Join ua at St Thomas Mora on
Feb4rrom4-7PM

BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
Raggae by Major Coup Band (Ckrvaasnd)
Sat Fob 10.9pm. NE Commona
A Caribbean Aeeocatkm Evant
•• PEACE AND LOVE"

Greek Week sponsors s
spaghetti dinner lor only
•3.00 ak-you-can-eatl
Jom us at S! Thomas Mora on
Fab 4 from 4-7 PM

CGo out with an Alphe Zi
But wart and***
because II be hero waiting
for you and mel
Lov*.

Heppy 2 is! Birthday
TARAWEBERII

-J_
CarpaDktm
CarpeDam
CarpeDam

Happy Birthday
DEBSatKVAME
Lov*,U*

CarpaDkam
CarpeDam
CarpaDkam

•REWARO*
Seiko watch tost Sat. night at Marks Bar! Initials
on back ara KLM to JMZ Sentimental value
Cal 352-8297 or 354 7987 II found

ADOPTION - happily married couple of 14
years. W* promlaa your chad a loving horn* A
financial security Devoted, stay at horn* Mom.
caring Oad & one big sister Al medical A legal
expenses pa)d Cal coaact 419-822 9288

OZ-DZ-DZ
II.Mn Menz
Surprtaat I kat wanted to aay I'm aorry and to
aay thank* tor 1 you put up with' I «■ kjv you!
Don! forget QADI
Forever Fnende.
KMbarty

00 JAMMkV M JAMAICA

BG's Tan A Fltneee
Get your Spnng Break Tan Now'
10 Tuna tor $20 00
Downtown 362-8287
VaaVMst Card Accepted

•KO'KD Vicky QrandetaH KD'KD'
Juat wanted to let you know I'm behind you
100*' If anyone can do It, It ia defmnety you>
GOOD LUCK ON MISS B G S U '
A.O.T UT Krtelen.

l More Reminder.
Don! get the Mori's'
Don't gat th* Mofl'al
For God' i Sake. Don't get Ihe Mott'al

DELTA SKMtA THETA SORORITY. INC.
a raving an INFORMAL RUSH
February 4. 1000al
129 S Prospect (the DST House)
7:30pm
Come meat the woman ol DST, asm more sv
lormabon about our organization, and aak ouaa
done Cal 372 2761 tor more nlo
DST ' DST • DST • DST • DST

FLORSOA. WHO NEEDS IT?

Become a University Ambaaaador and entoy being a pan ol a aakKt Public RekOtora group.
Appecotlona ■ eketjli at 426 Student Sarvtoa*
and Meetl Alumni Center For mor* Into contact
Dtonna Hoaatchar, 354-4384, or cal Mean
Alumni Ceraar 372-2701 ■

TO 426 STUDENT SERVICESI
•-ORDER Of OMEGA-'
* 'PMSroEwrs FORUM- ■

• BEDROCK BABE OF THE WEEK •
PETE
For his contnbutlon to our wardrobe1 It's "I love
PETEYw—KIM"

DOUXME ALEXANDER
1 nm been rmnkJng about you a lot at*ry and I
hope we continue lo buHd towards s strong reattonetxp' We nr^m both matured a Ol ence the
as! Urn* we war* together Keep up wBh your
"ASA" program' I expect al As tha eemaeterl
MrSSYOUMUCHII
ALWAYS.
"BABYF"

FU * ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Dawn,
sack Damond a only ona day away. I can hardly wan rm gfckd you are escorting ma. t wB be
OREATI
LOVE.
Anthony

AXOAXOAXO
Big Jennl A K,le,
Congratuatlona on your recent lavaftanng1 You
guya are the Beet"
Lov* you both,
UT Tiffany
PIH Oak PN Dak PN DM

••PRESIDENT'S FORUM**
TURN IN THOSE RSVP'S
BY FEB. 2, 1M0

Quarters Cale
Welcomea All Seniors
TNa Saturday
Opan At Noon
WHh Food 1 Drink Speclala

00 YOU HAVE eWBswMICl M THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY? AM YOU GRADUATING
IN SPRING OR FALL? IF YES TO BOTH, HAVE
YOUCCII*xSsa>»*1Ju<sWTTIBaMIBTO<JR
RlBUMi TO TM RECRUITERS ON MARRIOTT DAY, FEB. 11. 10-1, BA 2ND FLOOR
LOIaTAtat.

EXCHANGE. UCnVUsOC, EXOtANO*
Anyone wanting to attend ona of over 80 col
agea next year must apply by Fob IS ApplesBora aaaahll al 238 Admnatration Buadxig.
Co-op Offloa. National Student Exchange • THE
EXPERIENCE OF YOUR UFEI

AOTT Marcy A Forehead AOTT
Daytona a only 43 daya away'
Lov*. Saty Jaaa

JULIE WESOLOWSKI
GET PSYCHED FOR INITIATIONII
LOVE YOUR BIG. DANA
••• ALPHA OMICRON PI" •

WORD PROCESSING
S1 25 page
Karen 874-1 573 Parrysburg

DEAR aWATtsMOTHER: WE ARE A COLLEGE
EDUCATED. HAPPILY MARRIED CAUCASIAN
COUPLE AND WE WANT TO ADOPT A NEWBORN BVTO OUR FAAAfLY ATTORNEY INVOLVED. COMPLETELY LEGAL AND STRSCTLY CONFIDENTIAL YOUR ACT OF UNSELFISH LOVE WILL ASSURE THAT YOUR BABY
WAX HAVE A LOVNO FAMILY AND EVERY
OF«>rnjNrrY POSSOLE CALL US COLLECT (419)674-1447

HOCKEY • UAO • HOCKEY • UAO • HOCKEY
Friday Febie.a
S21 tortranatxaMaonSltokat
•JkjrHVMUAOorllc*

We don't aM you a Ockat and torgel you
WE GO WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
CALL: SSS-TOUB) IIS BSS7

l/2theSA2XTHEFUN

CALL: ta>TOUR III SSS7
JOyOai HsjaTaltaMn - LaTalTBDOal QaWlaCTlsi M*i>tiwsal
We love our ma Joyce. Joyce'
Happy 20th B-Deyl Chi CN Land

aM awsaomil (kl the WABBriT)
LOVE Karen. Tmany. « Pen Pen

DBT • DST • DST • DST • DST
AOTT AOTT AOTT
ERICA,
I hop* your* excited tor Morton on Sunday
You're the beat a" anyone could ask tor Con
PJ*.
AOTT BETH TRUE AOTT
Sunday a almost here' It wH be a day ol greet
cheer Inltation a going to be great. I'm ao paychad, I oil warn Your* th* beet'
Love-Big Juse

Greenbriar Inc.

224 E. Wooster St.

AOTT ' Krta Wayman ' AOTT
TNa I* for that special someone" • I hop* you're a* excited aa I am lor Initiation on Sunday
You've worked ao hard A rm vary proud of you'
Congratulatlona'
Alphe Love. Der.ee

■• TARA WEBER ••
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY TARAI
Your day at ftneSy here so gat ready to chug
some beer shots, shot*, and "other thing* too"
cuz you're finely legal and no on* can au*
Howard's. Brathaua here we come so get rhoae
Kama Ka» Hoed up one by one We love Ya!
Love your Ftoomiee

HOW WKJ. TOO MAKE IT FROM COLLEQE
LIFE TO THE JO* WORLD?
COME TO THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR
"FROM BACKPACK TO 1REIFCASE"
TO FIND OUTI

February 2, l»*o

Hay Ew*asar and Karen!
I mas you guya. Tha waNand wB b* Ska the
good ok> days bread sticks, "can I borrow
some dothee? ". "don t waat home-say hare,"
food, food, food...Drha aafefy and (Set atarta on
Monday
Lov*ya.NUtarak.*CnMna

CarpeDam
CarpeDam
CarpeDam
Chart.
Whan I aay "I Lov* You".
I hope you know its True
For Ih* years now number two
•1 Lov* You"

jo.

HayKappa'all
Tee tonight al the Skj Ep Houee - Pizza and Mo
vkM. 6:30 sharp Ba there - Free food- Yum
Yumll

JUUE WESOLOWSKI
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR AOTT wriTATIONII
the beat a yet to come

Iknayou

KD • • VTcky Qrandataff • • KD
GOOD LUCK M THE
MISS BGSU PAGEANT
'• A O T YOUR KD SISTERS • •
KDKOAltwHulcrlnaKDKDGreat Bb with th*
Mas BGSU Pageant'
KD A O T Your Satera KD
KKQ • TOOTLES • PI PHI
Man are not worth*
but eomedey. Mr Rlghl
Lov*.
PI PHI • WEEKS • KKG
KKG KKQ Lawn Shock KKQ KKG
Good luck m Mas BQSU Tonight, w* I
you-l do greMII Lov*. Your Kappa Satera
Happy 20th!
LovaYal
Tare, Tracy, and Patty
Ukatoa
You c*n buy at fraction ol
GrtaMalioMatEMiRiaiil
•2SPAdg* St., Bowling Green
MAjajMOTT, MAJaMOTT, alAPAwOTT
TAUCIatmiTHCFaTCfaWlaTW
10-2.FEB1l,2NOFLL0IJNOE,BA
SENIORS - BPJNQ YOUR RaTSUMES
7:004:10, FEB. II, ICE ARENA LOUNQE
MICHELLE VACCARtELLO
HAPPY BaRTHOAY to ma beet roommate
anyone could ever ask lor"
UveVel-KJrein
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From S299 00.
R T Mr. R.T. trsralera. 7 raghts hotel, cnaaa
beech pare**, free lunch, free sdmacions. hokM taxee S more. Organize smal group earn
FREE TRAP. For more Information cal tol tree
(BOO) 344 8380 or In Ct. 18001622-8288
NEED CASH? Conekjn your kke
new ctoahkig to *em ban ioSin.
Ca» lor MlllllllB
I. S8S44S0
PIPN-LkMMBssn'PIPhl
I'm ao gad you aa my BIG I Rooma'
PI PtH • You're UT • PI PN
SIGN UP NOW tor the SOLD Leadership Development Workshop Sart** The Srat workshop.
"Coloring our Campua wtth Orveralty" wfl b*
rxwd on Tuesday Fab 13. 1990. Several other
topica ara being offered For more Into cal
372-2843 or atop by tha offloa of Student Acevraee A OraraaBon Rm 405 Student Sarvtoa*
BMg
SPORTS SCENEI Tune In every Sunday night
to Bowing Gre*n* only radio sports cal kl
show That s SPORTS SCENE rrery Sunday at
aJ0e.aetrtycaSS.1FM.WBOU.
Summer Oublian Cheep. 2 bedrm apt an!
May '90 Large, do** to campu*. ak cond. Cal
354 6421
SIJPPOP1T THE HOME TEAMI
FALCONS VS BALL STATE
WOMEN 12:45. MEN 3:00
AT THE HOUSE THAT BOAfstr

contbwied on p. U

LAST YEAR I EARNED
A 3.5 AND $10,000."
"MyG PA went up last year, but
I guess that figures A ma,or university
study showed that students who work 15
to 20 hours a week do better academically It's true lor me. And I've got UPS to
thank lor it
"I know students who work for UPS
do better financially. I'm working parttime and making about $10,000 a y««r
The hours are good too I only work
about lour hours a day. so I still have time
lor classes and study Chances are youll
be offered a position in Operations.
But you could wind up working in Accounting. Industrial Engineering. I.S. or
Customer Service
Think ol it—great pay, flexible hours
and maybe even better grades. There
isnt another outfit anywhere with a
better deal than that. That's a lot better
than average."
Interested applicants should come to
the Capitol Room on the 3rd floor of
ttM)Student Union. Thursday. Feb &
between the hours of 2 30 7 30PM to
schedule appointments for interviews.
We are an equal opportunity employer

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

*T

TAKE THE LEAO
The Omoa ol Admtoatona la now
sY^atJanflsnraVsllonstor
Tour OUkln. Stop by 11 a McFal Cantor
between 10 30 12 30 ( 1 30-3 30
to pick up en appscetion
Only 180 appaoMon* ant aveaabie'
Aaa»»»a8»w«»s»aeweMFeaas>i

TAKE THE LEADI
The Omce ol AOnMlora Is now
TourQuldaa. Str«by 11aMcFa■Ceraar
be^ween10^0-12^Oa1 30-330
10 pick up an appscsoon
OrsyloOarjcacsaonearea aBsMil
■ »BllBll llls« iksFsaSfAl
TAKE THE LEAD
The OBIos ol ArMaatoni» now
Tour Quktoe Stop by 118 McFel Center
MrMV 1 0 30-1 2 30 1 1 30-3 30
to pic* up an apoSceSon
Only 150 appecettone an iWHK1
Aaaliaai
waraFactni
TAKETHELEAO
The omoai ol Admaslone la now
et<,4Sjlfng niuluaBmw tor
Tour Guides Stop by 118McFalCentet
between 10:30-12:308 1:30-3:30
10 pick up an appkcaHon
Only 150 arxxkaeone am a ataclil
Ape*cetton deedsne la FaP tth
TAKETHELEAO
The Onto* ol AoMaatons H now
Bixs^igappSMlionslor
Tour OuldM Stop by 11S McFH Cantor
between 10 30 1 2 30 11.30-3.30
to pick up an arjpkcation
Only 180 •CpeoaBone an sveaabtol
Application oaacwna Is Fob »lh

TAKE THE LEADI
Tn» omoa ol Aarmaalorn M now
accepting appascaBons tor
Tour Gutdee. Stop by 118 McFel Cantor
Between 10 30-12 30 and 1 30-3 30
Toptok-upa
Only 150 appscara
APPUCATrON08>IXa<«ISFlBPAlAftY»)
TARA WEBER
HEY SISTER CHICKEN
HAPPY 21ST B-DAY WTTH ALL THE F1XENS
THB YEAH WILL BE BETTER THAN BEFORE
BECAUSE THIS TIME THERE WILL BE NO
CHEESEY MUSTACHE MENUOOS TO ADORE
(HA) WE'LL DRINK UOUOR AND BEER AND
YOU'LL HAVE LOTS TO FEAR SO BE PREPARED TO HAVE LOTS OF LAUOHS WITH
YOUR ROOMIES. RYS. * THE WHOLE GANGWHAT A GAS1 WE LOVE YOU - YOUR ROOMIES
Tha 1 989-90 Gymnastics Tssm.
Tha baa! town around, thanks lor being the beet
bunch ol trtoncta. You al we ona In a mwton.
Good luck egalnet Bel Stats
Love-Skunk

THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI CONORATULATE TONY CAMI8CIONE ON HIS
LAVALrEMNQ TO MEQHAN RED WAY TO
GOT BONE!
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI CONORATULATE PAUL KAPLE. ON HIS LAVAUERsNG TO CATHY BRAUnOAN
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI CONQRATULATE CRAK3 MCLAUGHLIN ON HIS
LAVALIEHWQ TO ANGELA BURGMEIER OF PI
BETA PHI.
THE EXECUTIVE STAFF OF MISS BOSU WISHES THE BEST OF LUCK TO OUR CONTESTANTS:
ROBIN BEAL • KRtSTEN KNEPPEH
TRACY DRAOER ' CHERISE MEMEA
JOELLEN ERNST ■ PENNY FLETCHER
VICKY QRANOSTAFF ' LAURA SHOCK
LORA HILTY * TOM VELLEMAN
MELISSA HUGHES • USA WILLIAMS
Tha Sartors ol Phi Mu would Ka to wtoh al who
wa involved the beet ol luck tha weekend m Iha
MkMBQSLlPsosant'
THE SPRING SEMESTER EDITION OF THE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY la
currantly a-aaafill In Iha Student Actrvroes and
Orientation Omoa. An 408 Student Services
Bkkj Gat your copy what aupplaa Hat.

Seniors,

You're Out!

TMI»»ATUROAY...
GM your act tooMnat and brtng • to
DRY DOCK
lor a
IIP SYNC CONTESTI
Anyone can arrtor. whether II • a group or acto
1M ptooa-iri.ua worth ol Heal gift oartttoatoa
2nd pktcaseO.OO worth ol local glfl oarDHcatoa
3rd »ecet2S.OO worth ol local gift cerWtcetee
Uaa our muaic or bring your own
Conlss tents mual arrive al 9 00 Tha contoal
atortaal 10:00. Wa wl) accapl acto unM 10:00
or whan al the time akxa we mad See you el
DRY DOCK I
TO MY OJRLS •"•AY-BAY" A T ■
EVEN THOUGH THE TWO OF YOU ARE
SOME OF THE BEST AROUND "SACXCHASERS" BG MAS EVER SEEN YOU ARE
STILL DOWN WITH MEII GOOD LUCK THIS
WEEKEND VS BALL STATEII KICK BUTT,
"EXPRESS YOURSELF", * "WORK THAT —
OUT'III AW YEAH. AW YEAHIII BUCKLE UP
OHtOII (HEY HEY. HEY HEY).
L0VEYAL0T8IH
YOUR OIRL "BABY P"
UAA la having Ka aacond masting on Monday
Fab 8«i. 111 SouBl Hal 7.30 PM Naw mambars totojajajaj In getting Invoked In avanto
auch aa MudVoasybal. Senior Senootf and
Homacomlng naxl year ana welcome. Current
mamban-BRMG A BUDDY'
UAO'DAYTONA'UAO'DAYTONA'UAO
Go 10 Daytona lor Soring Braak March 10-25
$232lortranaportoHon«hotol
S143 how only
Sign-up m Union Foyar Fab 5-8 9 AM 4PM
Can UAO Oftlcs for more into.

University Amba Ktor AppUcsttons
I al 408 SturMnl
Services and Mltotl Alumni Clr
due by February 16.
Valentines Day
Boxarahorts. Iramaa. muga, cards, panda and
Jssns-NThings531 RidgsStrsst
Warnaaw' Taamta Taam
Good luck aa you kick oh tha aaaagn apalnal u
ol Michigan Ihla Sunday1 Carta Maraheok. Nannelte Zimmerman. Brands Contoy, Tlaa Dlcees.
Katy King, Robyn Monn. Sara Emrjn. Danta
Wabb, Coach Sheas CNrtcosta
JUST 00 IT...

1

YoungMa (• a nonOtnontnaUontt
CfVatthvi outreach orQintutton that
world wNh high school kids Are
you interested In becoming s Young
Lite Leader-? If so. please CB*
Todd at 372-3061 Patgeat
372-3140 or the Area Director
Jim Hudson al (410) 885 8524
for more information

" Campue nepraaeotattvai needed "
Earn free trip and big rjommlaatons by seetng
cancun, Mexico. mmm/fmOm island a
Europe. For more Information cal tol free) at
800-283-8767 or In Connetlcut at
203-875-»833

WANTED

of the 1990 KEY senior section
if you miss this last portrait session

Last day is today!!!
Call The KEY at 372-8086 today
Walk-Ins accepted 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Be a hit, immortalize yourself!
Welcome to the Real World

Need one lemale to lublaaaa houae lo Spring
'90 $85 a month. Cal 364 0137 tor more

mo.
Waned
EnltiualaeHc studenta to Promoto Dsytons
Beach Spring Break 80 Esm has ttps 1
oommlsilona. Csl Studsrn Trsysl SsfWos #1
m Student Travel 1 800285 1798 Ask kx
Brad

1 F loomnwjsi to shara i bdrm apt. REni
S107;mo prusutl 354 4378 Amy
1 Fmuiwiaaanaaasdloraum'80. Qraaldosav
town apt naaaonsbis rsnt. EtocOc only. Cal
353-8188
1 male, non-smoking roommate tor 9081 Cal
Todd al 353-3509 altar 8PM
1 -2 non-smoking Ism grad or ungrad needed lo
•hare 2-bsd apt. tor summer Close to campus.
Cal Barb 363-8741
ASAP: 1 non-amoUng tomato to lublian apt
tor Spring 90 Feb and May rant pd. Cat
363-572g
DAYTONA BEACH
UMQENTI Repo lo promoto low-priced Spring
Break sun/ski PARTY TOURS. Free trips I
csah Cal HI LlfE
1 -800-283-8804

F. to ahara kg. turn. apt. w/3 others, non-amkr
898/1110 tuM 384-4220.
Female roommats needed to aublaaaa E. Many
Apt. tor 90-81 achool yr. Cal 372-3381 or
364-6639.

Work 16 hours per weekend Our company la
seeking employees to perform unskBed Ight
production work. Currant openings tor a new
weskendshm. 7 1/2 hrs on Saturday S 7 1'2
hra. on Sunday Plarrl location la only 2 blocks
from BOSU campus The rate ol wage Is $3.36
per hour. II totoraatod In tret weekend sh>t or II
you can work at toast 16 hours Monday thru
Friday, cal Iha office at 364-2844 or pick up
an appacetton al Advanced Spedety Products.
Inc. 428 dough Street. Bowing Green. Onto
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST
NOW IT'S TIME FOR THE SEST
THE THAI at RMHT FOR elARRrOTT I
StON-UP M THE CO-OP OFFKf
FOR A FEB. 14 INTERVIEW

Wanted 2 rmtee lo shara room In houae Mala
or tomato, smoking or non. House Is newly remodeled * only 1 Block from campus. S147
mo. plua utl , ueuely low Cal Mat! or John al
3520882.

FOR SALE

WANTED: 2 non smoking Ismsta roommatee tor
summer Cheap 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt on E.
Merry. Cal mini or Amy 372-6420.

1984 Chevy Cavalier
Minor from end damage-92.000 mssa Runs
gtssi t700orbee1ofler 353-8289

Wanted: Female to aubliaai house saap Located right acroee Irom campue 4 rani m negottoblal Cal MUhlll SI 363-8783
Wanted Ftoommels(a| tor 90-91 School Ysar.
non-smoking Cal Dabble 372-4027.

HELP WANTED
2S0 COUNSELOR* snd Instructors I ededl
Pftvass, coed, summer camp In
MaaMakia Narthsaalani Pennsylvania. LoMkan, PO Box 234(0, KanHworth. NJ 07031
(201)27e4»aa

UNOERCLASSMEN
Art carved ooHaga towlery haa a new product
Jual tor you. Waar tha recognlied aymbol ol
your coHaga acoaptanca and aam up to ISO
In cash. Data III al Iha BOSU Main Bookatora,
Fete* from 10-1

YOUNOUFELEAMRSHIP

IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT'
I am In need of 2-3 raorninaeae. Dapsndaig on
Mng arranosmenta. monthly rant payments
may range rromJBO-SI80 pU utattee Potential roommalea mual be raeponatila; should
havs no probtoms keeping up w/rent pay
mama Cal Greg or togra message: 363-7881

ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME FOR
HOME ASSEMBLY WORK INFO CALL
804-848-1700 PEPT. P8266.
AVON
Representattvea needed Fus-ttms earnings,
pertHma hours Cal Judy 362-4296
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-EO
CAMP located m northeastern Pa near New
York City Ws have openings tor general couneetora as wel aa apectolats In both land and
water sports. Specially areas include baseball.
terms), haaliarhel. soccer, Iscrosaa, hockey,
wslerskilng, ssHng. scuba. WSI. canoeing,
wlrioeurrlng, gymnaaOca. archery, lendng, arts
A crafts, piano accompamal. drama, radio and
rocketry. Pioneering statl needed tor both land
and canoe trips and for our ropes chslenge
course Other openings may be avslarill. We
wB be conducting on-campue liyisrvlaw on
March 6lh. For Information csl or write: G. Lusllg. 80 W. 66lh St., 16E, New York, N.Y.
10023: tel»21 2-724-0113
Earn S355 weekly part time Guaranteed Income. No sailing. Essy work. Detail!
802-730-0641 24 hours.
HAVE A SPECIAL SKILL? WORK WELL
WITH CHILDREN?
CONSIDER SUMMER CAMPI
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS.
TEEN TUP LEADERS,
WATERFRONT STAFF. (WSI, ALS. BOATING),
SPORTS. ARCHERY. DRAMA. CAMPCRAFT,
JEWISH PROGRAMMER, TENNIS AND ARTS
8 CRAFTS SPECIALIST
CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION:
LYNNE LEUTENBERG
Jewish Community Center ol Cleveland
CAMP WISE
3606 MAYFIELD ROAD
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS. OHO 44118
(218) 382-4000. EXT 287

Nannlea Summertime tve-in positions available
In Michigan suburbs. Babyartsng experience s
must Mother's Ultle Helper (313)861-0880
No Fee.
Research aaeiatant wanted Good In Engssh
wrfang » library akise Knowledge ol Madntoeh
1 IBM prelsrred Flexible schedule. Contact Or.
Chan 372-8024 or the Student Financial Aid
Office 372-2861.
Seasonal employment svsasbis aa a Whitewater
raft guide In W.VA. Experience not required
Must be 18 yra old. havs currant CPR/Flrst
Aid North Amertca-i River Runners. Inc., P.O.
Box 81. WV 26864. 1 800-950-2585 EOE
Student wanted to work flexible hours apporoxImatery one day a month. No salea S60 a day.
See art carved representative In the main bookstore, Fab 8-6 from 10am-3pm tor more Information. No phone caAs please

SONY 20-track programmable CD player-1120
Magic Chsf 1060 Watts Microwave
Oven-Si 20
Must sal Pncaa Negotiable Cal Ray at
3534803
Slay warml J Gaasry. multicolored leathered
down Isckst for aato. Never wornl Seeing this
SI 29 coal for only $70(negotlable) Cal Denlee al 2-8403

FOR RENT
• •8aVRENTALS• *
1 « 2 bdrm apts avail
98 12 mo tosses Csl 362-7464

1 bdrm apt tor Grad students Summsr a Fal
tossessvassbto 287-3688
1 Bedroom. $210 a month I'SaariU knmeHatery. downtown Cat 363-1676.
1, 2, or 3 lemale roommatee needed lor big
houae next year Cheap rent cal 363-8738

2 sxSSoS APAnTlsfNTt ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM J52-4I73 DAYS OR MM BOO EVE
SWKENDS.
AVAILABLE NOW
Ona A two bedroom apartments - furnished &
unturrsshsd starting si $380 00 Gaa & heat
included. Free campus shuttle
Wrnlhrop Terrace Apertments. 362-9136.
Cheep brand new apt svsasbis tight now. Cal
353-0947.
CHEAP HOUSING I
Stfl looking for a place to «ve? We have an
opening tor one male roommesa tor the spring
semester Brand new apartment dose to campun lor only S1 30 per month plus utatlee Cal
tor into 363-7888 or 372-4341 HURRYI N
won't last long'

Qacjitfetoam Manor Apts
S00-Third Street
1 bdrm a 2 bdrm untls;
fully lurnllhed; AC
Now leasing for 1IS0-1M1.
and summer 10*0.
Conaenlanl ■ S rsssonabte.
Call S52-4»e«

I loussa and Aparljiiellls * Close to Campus
For summer 1990S 1990-91 school year
Cal 1-287-3341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unfum. AC. as tow aa
$440 mo Heel included ratos aveaabie Pfl.
354-6036.
Need 1 mess roommsls lor Spring '90. 1 block
trom campus, rant S1B6/mo. plus hall electric.
Cat 3638673 or 372-6738
One non smoking mats roommate for Spring
'90 Close to campus, rent $ 1 50 pJmo 5 utaties Cal Joe at 364-2997.

SUMMER COUNSELORS
Outstanding New York State Coed Chsdrens
rteeldent Camp. Looking tor oossge students.
Two hours trom New York City Beeutltul facatles Congenial Staff Spectossta snd General
counselors needed 914-893-3037 Camp
Kenrrybrook. 19 Southway. Hartsdak). NY
10630

Prsfsrrsd Propsrses is now tossing lor aummer
and tal. Piedmont spartmenta and many of our
other listings sre aveaabie' A» residents rscsivs
s merrrbsrahlp to Cherrywood Hearth Spa. Cal
3629378

You can bued extra income through a part time
bualnsae. For appointment, call Tim or Jim at
353 6698

Two bdrm -4 person spts BG APTS 818,
822 2nd St 9 t 12 mo tosses 362-7484.
After 5pm t wkenda 823-7555

TOLEDO tins seeking MS or C8 students to
start permme oo-op Immediately. WHI be
able to stay fulHIme In summer. Psya about
•a.OOmour. Call 172-2411 or stop by the Coop Ofrlcs In 2JS Admin.

Visage Green 2 bedroom apertments aiialerlla
for Fal S now ranting tor summer Cal
354-3633

Two bdrm efficiency and some houaea avaa. for
90-91 school year Steve Smith 362-6917

Wanted male Bubtaaaar. Very nice house, vary
dose to campus. Own room. First month and
deposit paid. Cal 3536444.

by Fred Wright

More people- -. now live in
have survived the City of
cancer than
bos Angeles.

Farm i imm
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From the Street
What are your plans for Spring Break?

i Schnetxer. sophomore art history
major from Norwalk: "I'm going home
— my parents are going away and I gel to
babysit"

Adam Hubble, junior prelaw major
from Bucyrus: "I'm going with three of
my friends to Daytona to party it up before they graduate."

Friday/Rejlaa Plaaey

Mary Delaney, graduate student in musk performance from St. Clan Shores.
Mich: "I'm going to South Carolina to
hunt for a job."

Fred Lebron, sophomore accounting
major from Cleveland: "I'm going to
Myrtle Beach to see some friends."

Heathers deflates teenage film image
by Brenda Young
It can be said a young person begins
to develop his social conscience in the
halcyon days of high school — a time
of social stratification about on level
with Victorian England.

Over the years there have been warehouses of movies made about the
"haves" and "have-nots" of the teen
world. The films that attempt to intelligently cover the issue believe in messages like "be yourself and "treat
other people right."
There have been excellent movies in
this genre, such as John Hughes' "Sixteen Candles," and plenty of goodhearted misses, like "Can't Buy Me

Love."
In 1989's black comedy "Heathers,"
director Michael Lehmann offers a
morbid little morality play that says
enough already.
"Heathers" instead asks a simple
question: we all know it is wrong to
pretend to be something we are not and
that we should not deliberately hurt
others, but what are we doing about it?
What "Heathers" does about it is
take the favorite teen-age stereotypes
and stretch them to the extreme.
There's a couple of mean, brain-dead
jocks, a clique of snotty rich girls, inattentive parents, over- and underenthusiastic teachers and one general
issue black-leather rebel.
The story takes place in the visually
attractive town of Sherwood, Ohio.
The clique includes three nasty girls
named Heather and one named Veronica (Winona Ryder). Veronica, unlike
her "friends," doesn't like the pranks
they play on socially unacceptable stu-

dents or the endless nights of college
parties and horny fraternity men.
She remains silent, however, because
as anyone willing to admit it will tell
you that it is far safer to go along with
the crowd than it is to make a stand
and risk total humiliation.
That is, until she meets Jason Dean
(Christian Slater), the rebel with a psychotic streak. He likes to be called J.D.
(Juvenile Delinquent) and has a penchant for explosives. He believes the
only way to stop Heather No. 1 's (Kim
Walker) tirade is to kill her.
Veronica, however, doesn't think
they need to go that far, but it doesn't
take much bumbling before Heather is
dead and the case is pawned off as a
suicide.- A few more die, leaving Veronica to madly scribble in her diary, "My
teen-age bullshit has a body count."
To put it mildly, "Heathers" is
enormously bizarre. Sherwood is on
another plane, a world slightly askew
of ours. Things looJcnormal, but ever-

ybody is about one brick shy of a full
load.
If there is a message to this film, it
lies in an entry in Veronica's diary
made before the slayings. Veronica
contemplates "a world without
Heather."
In other words, if you choose not to
be a Heather, there will be one less
around to screw up the world.
' 'Heathers'' was provided by Barney's Video.
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Spring Break and Christ ACT helps homeless
by Kimberly Pelbridge

In only 42 days, the time to "let
loose" will be here. For many. Spring
Break is a time to forget about classes,
professors, papers, learning, and walking across campus in negative 25 degree
temperatures and freezing winds. For
some, however, March 17 through the
March 25 is a time to grow, learn, and
a time of challenge.
This is the case for the 40 University
students who are attending the "Operation Son-shine" Christian Conference. The Conference is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, a Christian organization on campus.
Joccy Risma, Campus Crusade staff
member said the University is not the
only university going.
"Within the week that Bowling
Green students will be in Daytona,
about 30 other colleges and universities
will be represented. We will be there
during a full week, with approximately
2,000other students." Risma said,
adding that "Throughout the course of
different Spring breaks, there will be
about 5,000 students attending the
conference."
Just like every other student who
takes a trip during Spring Break, the
main goal of the conference is according to Risma, "to have fun doing some
crazy things."

The goals of the conference,
however, are quite unique, Risma said.
"Our goal is to train and equip college students to share what it means to
have a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ," she said.
Senior Judy Bell will be joining the
activities in Daytona for the second
time.
"1 am looking forward to the conference because it is a great time for
Christians from all over the United
States to come together and spend
some special time together," she said.
The agenda features a wide scale of
activities. In the morning, presentations will be given which address relevant issues that Christian college students encounter.
The time to 'let loose' is the afternoon. The students will be spending
time on the beach partaking in entertaining activities. Activities will include
sporting events and listening to a live
band named Flashback.
The evenings include a session of
speakers and free time. During this
time, many students take the opportunity to "share Christ with people on
the beach."

Have a Great
Spring Break!

by Janice Hardman
Daytona Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
beaches and parties. These are the
first four words which come to mind
when the topic of Spring Break
arises. Other alternatives exist,
however, and one organization dedicates this time to help families
who are in need of housing.
Dewey Thackston, campus minister of Active Christians Today, said
eight University students, along
with two adult leaders of ACT will
travel to Savannah, Ga. as part of
Habitat For Humanity's Burroughs
Village Project to help build a home
for a needy family.
Coast Empire Habitat For Humanity, the sponsor of this project,
"seeks to provide well-built, affordable housing for those who could
never hope io own their own home
by conventional means," the brochure said.
The recipients of such homes
must meet three requirements, the
brochure said. First, they must show
a need. Next, they must be unable to
afford a decent home of their own.
Finally, they must provide 500
hours of "sweat equity" in building
their own home, it said.

FROM $299
CARIBBEAN PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
AIR FROM COLUUBUS

to

CAHCUN. MEXICO.

• ROUNDTRIP AIRPORT TRAN8FERS TO HOTEL
■ 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
• WELCOME DRINK * ONE HOUR TEQUILA PARTY .
■ BEACH PARTIE8 A BEACH OLYMPIC8.
• FREE ADMISSION TO NIGHTCLUBS

Last week's winner was Mary
Cole, who correctly Identified
the object as a girl wearing a
hoop earring.

• PIRATE8 NIGHT CRUISE INCLUDING DINNER. DANCING A
A SHOW. (OPTIONAL)
• ALL HOTEL TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE. AND MAID
GRATUITIES INCLUOED.

For great food and drinks, it's
perfeclly clear thai Quarters Cafe
is the right choice.

• ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DESTINATION

The trip tends to be memorable
and fun for all who attend. Stephanie Barnes, a sophomore who
went last year on ACT's Spring
Break trip, said building a house for
someone less fortunate than herself
is a "blessing on both ends."
"God calls us to go out and share
the gospel with those who don't
know it," Barnes said, adding this is
the main reason she plans to attend
again this year.
The students hope to raise $7,500
for the trip, Thackston said. A minimal amount of these funds will go
toward the group's transportation
and food expenses but the majority
will be contributed to the project, he
added.
Thackston said students set this
amount for their goal because they
wanted to make a "significant contribution" to the project. He added
the group intends to rent or borrow
a van to keep transportation expenses down to a minimum.

What is it?

CANCUN, MEXICO
SPRING BREAK m90"
MAR 17 - MAR24, 1990
• nouNDiniP

Thackston added if the recipients
do not have the time available to
work on their own home they may
help with someone else's to get in
their minimum work hours.

TOURS. INC

K you can identify ihis
object, you could win a SI5
gift cenificaie (rom Quarter's
Cafe. 1414 E. Woosier (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in ihe
enlry box located in the BG
News editorial office, 214
West 11. ill
Kntries are due <-.» 11
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning enlry will lie named at
thai time. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will l>e held to
determine the winner.
Kmployecs ol is< .su student
Publications .ire not eligible .

1414 E. Woosier Bowling Green. OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM

AT 800 283 8767

Name

Address
s/
DESTINATION TOURS. INC.
/mourn triiAmam c

Phone Number.
What is ii?
Hcium io HO Sews Hditori.il Office. 214 West Hall. BOSU
-KmployoRS of BtiSU Student ItuUicauons art: not .eligible.
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Planning for Spring Break
by Mindy Davies
A thought of palm trees swaying in
the ocean breeze while bodies tan on
the ocean's shore sounds alluring in the
middle of winter as many University
students prepare for their Spring Break
vacations.
Spring Break is only six weeks away
and whether a student is going to Florida or going home, plans may have to
be made.
Kellie Zenz. office manager of the
AAA Travel Agency, 414 E. Wooster
St., said many students come in each
year before Spring Break to go over
travel guides and brochures.
Zenz said AAA travel agents ask
students who are looking into trips
three basic questions:
When does the student want to
leave; where does the student want to
go; and what type of budget is the student trying to work with?
Once all of these questions have been
answered, the travel agent can begin to
help put together a trip that will please
the student.
According to Zenz, many students

come into the agency with plans of
taking a cruise or sunning in the Bahamas, however after students learn
there are other outside expenses, such
as food, they may change their minds.
Although a cruise may sound exciting and exotic, it can be expensive.
"Possibly two students a year may
book a cruise with AAA," Zenz said.
Although there are many services
AAA offers, approximately 80 percent
of AAA student business only involves
setting up airline reservations.
According to Zenz, the Toledo Express Airport has good pricing on airfares, but the airlines are picked over at
this time.
Zenz said it is standard procedure to
check other airports such as Cleveland
or Dayton for better seats on certain
flights, but the student may not get a
better price from other airports.
"It costs more to fly round trip on
the weekend than on the weekdays,"
Zenz said.
Zenz said she had two pieces of advice for students planning to travel during Spring Break next year.

Friday/Reglaa Ptaacy
AAA employee Julie Sulkowikl helps a caslomer aaake travel piaat.

She said students should book flight
reservations early and students should
know the budget that they have to
work with.
According to Zenz, the ideal time to

Nassau/Paradise Island

CANCUN, MEXICO
FEBRUARY 23 - APRIL 21, 1990
FROM $299

FREE TRIP
organize a small group.

OVER 12,000 STUDENTS TRAVELED IN 1989
CARIBBEAN PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
'
*
*
*
'
*
'
'
*
*

ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM CHICAGO. DETROIT. COLUMBUS OR ATLANTA
AND OTHER MAJOR CITIES AVAILABLE.
ROUNDTRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTEL.
7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
ONE HOUR RUM (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY.
THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON BOARD
ENTERTAINMENT (NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND).
THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND
AcnvmES (NASSAU).
EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE. WATERLOO AND
DRUMBEAT (NASSAU).
ALL HOTEL TAXES. ENERGY SURCHARGE. AND MAID GRATUITIES.
COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAM BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.
ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: \
AMERICAN TRAVEL AT
90-344-8360 OR (203)967-3330

It is never too early to begin planning for Spring Break 1991.

Daytona journey
planned by UAO
by Amy Dutcher

"SPRING BREAK"
FREF- TRIP
organize a small group

set up plans for Spring Break is before
Thanksgiving.

SIGN UP NOW!!
LIMITED SPACE!!

To many college students, Spring
Break means Daytona Beach.
University students can enjoy the
sun and surf at Daytona by going with
the University Activities Organization.
UAO has sponsored a Spring Break
trip for about 14 years, Linda Trimmer, travel director for UAO said.
"It is a real hot spot for college students," Trimmer said.
Buses will be leaving the University
March 16 and returning March 25. The
cost for transportation and quad occupancy at the White Hall Hotel, 640
North Atlantic Avc.. is S232, she said.
Located in "the middle of everything," the White Hall Hotel has many
things to offer students. All the rooms
available to students are ocean front.
Trimmer said students can dance at the
Ocean Club, located in the hotel, and
utilize the hotel pool.
Once in Daytona, there are many
things to do besides laying on the
beach, Trimmer said. Students can
visit places in nearby Orlando such as
Disney World, Epcot Center, and
MGM Studios. The adventurous can
try deep sea fishing, scuba diving, para-sailing or jet skiing in the Daytona
area.
Students can sign up from Feb. 5-9
in the Union Foyer or in the UAO office, which is located on the third floor
in the Union. A $100 deposit is due at
the time of sign up. UAO will accept
reservations until the beginning of
March.
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Inside story behind Groundhog day
by Anne Walter

candlelight processions in the eleventh
century and it has since been called
Candlemas. Scotland doesn't have a
weather-predicting animal but it's old
Scottish couplet said,
"If Candlemas is fair and clear,
there'll be two winter's in the year."
In Germany, the badger is the designated prognosticator and in England
and France, the bear.

How much wood could a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could
chuck wood?
Who knows? This is the time of year
we guess the weather; unless we designate a groundhog to make the predictions.
The woodchuck is in the same family
as the groundhog — the squirrel family
or "Sciuridae" (Greek meaning "creatures that sit in the shadow of their
tails"). Once a year the groundhog has
his day in the shadows. Feb. 2 is
Groundhog Day and, according to the
old belief, if the groundhog sees his
shadow when he emerges, six weeks of
winter will follow.
The earliest reference to Groundhog
Day, according to the Pennsylvania
Dutch Folklore Center, dates back to
Feb. 4,1841. A storekeeper from Morgantown, Pa., wrote, "Last Tuesday,
the 2nd, was Candlemas day, the day
on which, according to the Germans,
the Groundhog peeps out of his winter
quarters and if he sees his shadow he
pops back for another six weeks nap,
but if the day be cloudy he remains
out, as the weather is to be moderate."

But how credible are these furry
forecasters? Gerald Mills, visiting assistant professor of geography, said
they have "absolutely nothing to do
with the weather."
Mills explained the weather forecasts
are created from estimates in terms of
"greater than normal" and "less than
normal" changes in temperature and
precipitation. These estimates are
based on certain features and changes
in the atmosphere, particularly the jetstream.
Mills said he believes groundhogs
may respond to the temperature
changes and come out of hibernation,
but they can not honestly predict the
season's weather.
Mills described any weather prognosis beyond a week in terms of "guesswork" and the groundhog's chances of
accuracy as "about fifty-fifty."
However, he said, "There is a great
number of weather folklore that is
based on good physical principles; like
red skies at night."
Yet, many people enjoy celebrating

Groundhog Day is also an annual
event in other countries. In the Eastern
Church, Feb. 2 celebrates the presentation of Jesus into the Temple, and in
the Western Church, the purification
of Mary. Europe blessed this day with

David Bowie
announces tour

the annual event of Groundhog's Day.
Each year, the people from a small
northcentral town of Pennsylvania assemble and wait for the official
groundhog's verdict. Their legendary
groundhog, Punxsutawney Phil, is said
to be an infallible forecaster.
"In the 92 years of Punxsutawney
Phil's emergence, he has never, never,
never been wrong," Charles Erhard
Jr., in a Philadelphia newspaper article, said.
Erhard is the president of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club.
New York City wanted an official
groundhog for Groundhog Day so The
News bought one for the city in 1978.
They had a naming contest of over SO
entries and seven suggested the winning
name of Pothole Pete.

LONDON (AP) — Rock star
David Bowie announced a world
tour, invited fans to choose the
repertoire, and said it would be
the last time he'd sing those hits.
"I won't be doing them ever
again," Bowie said at a news
conference at London's Rainbow
Theater. "There's no point continually doing songs and reflecting on a past."
Publicists will advertise telephone numbers and ballots for
fans to choose the tour's songs
from hits like "Young Americans," "Rebel Rebel,"
"Changes," "Suffragette City"
and "Let's Dance."
The 42-year-old musician will
appear in Canada, Britain and
Holland in March before taking
the six-month tour to the United
States, Australia, Japan and the
rest of Europe.
The British-born musician said
he will be accompanied by a fourpiece band in simple stage settings but added: "Knowing me
there will be a fair amount of
theatricality about it."
Bowie, whose real name is David Jones, said he planned to continue working with Tin Machine,
the band he recently recorded an
album with in Australia.
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Finding fun in the city of Toronto
that are very inexpensive.
But what is there to do in Toronto?
Plenty. First off, if one enjoys shopping, then Toronto is definitely the
Some people speak fondly of New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles as cit- place for you. Right in the heart of
downtown is Eaton Centre, a 300-store
ies that they enjoy visiting. For the
shopping mall. The stores run the gaaverage Bowling Green student, NYC
mut of bargain items to hideously exand LA are a bit out of the way for a
roadtrip, though Chicago is reasonably pensive big name clothing stores (ever
pay 350 dollars for a white buttonclose. However, there is a city that is
down shirt?).
also reasonably close, and one of the
Another great place for shopping is
best cities on the North American condown at the waterfront area known as
tinent. No, not Cleveland, but one of
HarbourFront. Amid the art galleries
our northern neighbors, Toronto.
and antique shops is an upscale (read
Easily accessible from Northern
Yuppie) shopping/office/condo comOhio by 1-90 eastbound to Buffalo,
plex called Queen's Quay Terminal
across the Peace Bridge to the Queen
that will be a major drain on anyone's
Elizabeth Way, or by a more direct
wallet.
route from Bowling Green by going
Fashion-lovers take note of stores on
north on 1-75 to Detroit and across to
Spadina Avenue, which is the center of
Windsor, then along Provincial Route
Toronto's garment district. Another
401 eastbound into Toronto.
fine shopping center is College Park.
Toronto is truly a great city. It is a
Formerly an Eaton's department store,
reasonably large metropolitan city
it's now host to 100 shops and restau(with a population of 2 million) that
rants, decorated in art deco style. And
lacks a lot of the clutter of most large
for those people interested in "other
cities, as well as a lot of the filth. Torthings," there are stores like Lovelace,
onto is an amazingly clean city.
However, Toronto is also amazingly the department store of sex, in the
Yorkville district, and Lynda's Love,
expensive. Yes, the American dollar is
still stronger than the Canadian dollar, Lace, and Lingerie, with numerous locations throughout the city.
but Canadian prices border on outFor fun shopping on a budget, check
rageous. For example, as of this past
summer, an 8-ounce can of pop was 85 out Yonge Street, which is lined with
record stores, discount stores, fast
cents, Canadian. Hotel rates downfood restaurants, strip bars, and every
town are pretty much out of the range
imaginable store type. Numerous street
of the average college student during
vendors along Yonge Street will also
summer, though they are inexpensive
try to sell you counterfeit copies of exin the off-season.
pensive-brand shirts, watches, and
Reasonable lodging can be found
jewelry. Chances are, however, they
out in the suburbs (which include
don't have a good return policy.
towns up to an hour away from downEating is yet another enjoyable expetown), and if students would like to try
rience in Toronto. The choices run
an unusual route, there are "Bed-andBreakfast" homes throughout Toronto from places like the Big Slice pizza
by Chris Dawson
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stand, where one can get a monstrous
slice of pizza and a can of pop for
about three dollars Canadian, to five
star restaurants out of the price range
of most if not all college students.
One of the more noticeable features
of the Toronto skyline (besides all the
cranes and construction equipment) is
the CN Tower, which is the tallest
freestanding structure in the world. If
you are not terrified of heights, the
tower's two observation decks provide
awe-inspiring views, especially at
night. Right next door to the tower is
Toronto's newest attraction, the SkyDome, the first fully retractable domed
stadium, which also features a Hard
Rock Cafe, two other bars, an 800-seat
restaurant, a 450-suite hotel, and the
biggest McDonald's in Canada (oh
boy!).
Other sights to see include the Ontario Science Center, which is a
"hands-on" museum, that encourages
discovery and participation. A note of
warning though; on weekends the place
can be quite crowded. The Toronto
islands are also a good place to visit,
except that on really beautiful days
there are major lines at the ferries, so
solitude isn't an option. However, the
view of the Toronto skyline is unparalleled.
Toronto is a major metropolis;
therefore, it has one hell of an awesome nightlife. Clubcrawling is more
than a pastime, it's a way of life. Between restaurants, bars, nightclubs,
galleries, theatres, repertory cinemas,
and city events, it's pretty hard to stay
in Toronto and not find anything to do
at night.
Probably the best place to go at
night is Yorkville. Consisting of a few
interlocking streets, this neighborhood
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Toronto's CN Tower Is lot most noticeable
feature on tie skyline. Photo courtesy Tamara Steven.

was the "hippie" section of town in the
1960s. Today it's the Yuppie section.
Not only is it one of the most expensive
shopping district in Toronto, but it is
also the major nightlife center, with an
extensive (and expensive) arrary of art
galleries, stores, sidewalk cafes, and
bars. There is no better place to sit outside on a warm evening, toss down a
few beers (Ontario's drinking age is 19
for EVERYTHING), and peoplewatch.
A visit to Toronto can put that city
on the top of anyone's list of favorite
places. There are so many things to see
and do that a long weekend just isn't
long enough. A week would still be not
long enough, but it would definitly be a
major drain on the bank account.
Those people who have been there are
lucky; for those who have not, what's
stopping you?
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Technology, friend or foe of man?
by Tempo Bierley
A week ago many of you were lying
around, eyes glued to the television as
Super Bowl contenders bashed heads in
New Orleans. Then, as stomachs are

The FRIDAY Cofauan
still bulging from the feast of beer and
chips, you grab for the remote control
rather than walking three steps to
change the channel manually.
Those wanting to be true "couch potatoes" may even have pulled their
microwave cart and munchies along
side of them so they could continue to
gorge and placed the cordless phone by
their easy chair to ensure that their
"quality time" was not disturbed. Isn't
technology great? All they need now is
a Lazy Boy commode and they're planted for the day. With the currently high
rate of technological advancement the
concept is not all that far-fetched.
I'm as impressed by modern technology as much as anyone else, but 1
wonder how many people seriously
consider the long-term effects of many
of these advancements. Despite the
fact that many people have seemed to
join the class of so-called health conscious Americans, there is also an unhealthy trend in our society brought on

by popular technology. Vic Tanny and
The Health Connection are no match
for Nintendo, RCA and the NFL. I
agree there is some merit to arguments
that these products, for example,
"promote hand-eye coordination and
increased dexterity" or "we live in a
hustle and bustle world and occasionally need to indulge ourselves a bit," but
are many Americans spending too
much time in front of a screen? Well,
at least we'll keep the optometrists in
business.
American society conditions people
that to be important and successful you
must be versed in the latest technology
and achieve in quantity, merit, and income and somehow find time for a
family. In order to juggle all of one's
responsibilities and maintain that respectable standard of living, machines
become a substitute for babysitters and
companionship with family and friends
in addition to being your soulmate in
business.
It's a game of status and tradition
and once you've taken you're 14-hour
per day turn high calorie junk food, a
reclining chair and an evening full of
shows like "Roseanne" and "The Cosby Show" are very appealing. If your
work comes home, Mario Brothers
(You are just not "cool" if you are a
kid without Nintendo games) or the
fifth showing of " Who Framed Roger
Rabbit" will keep the kids out of your
way for hours.

On those rare occasions like
Thanksgiving or Christmas, when you
do get a day off and a good meal, you
traditionally and expectantly overeat
and then conjugate in the living room
to let the holiday provisions settle. On
goes the television and technology monopolizes yet another day.
The age of technology is here and
everyone has to learn to cope with that
change, but has this evolution been interpreted by many as a dictation of an
adult life of superhuman intensity occasionally interrupted by a day of sheer
laziness and gluttony and a childhood
filled with all the latest computer
games and fast food he can handle?
It's pretty depressing to see many
Americans as finely tuned, intensely
overdriven industrial clones fueled by
whatever nutrition they can grab on the
run. A successful, popular, "full" life
is great. "You only live once," right? I
just wonder what the burn-out rate of
Americans will be in the next century
and how many people will wish they
had worked less hours, slowed down
and eaten properly when their body
aches, and they have bleeding ulcers
and nearsightedness by the time they
reach their mid 40s. But hey, you'll still
have your microwave, your cordless
phone, and by this time Lazy Boy
commodes, superpowered eyewear and
pain reducing mechanisms may be invented, so what do we have to worry
about? It's the way of the world.

The ways of the world? Smart?
Maybe. Maybe not. But before you get
all starry-eyed about an exciting, sporadic existence slaving in a world of
technological advancements, take a
minute to examine the reality of the future and then decide if the "success" is
worth the price.

London.
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Night
free admission
with valid I.D.
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Thursday
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ladles

Friday and
Saturday
reduced
cover
before 9:00
p.m.

This Week: "911"
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The "London As-You-Please" Holiday offers
London for the independent traveller, including:
■ 6 nights hotel accommodation
■ Continental breakfast daily
■ Airport transfers; Sightseeing
■ 7-day London Transport Card.
■ Shopping and Dining discounts
Contact your travel agent or call British Airways at
1-800-AIRWAYS.
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The Friday music picks of the week
Various Artists: "Shocker (Soundtrack)", SBK Records.
OK folks, glam metal has officially gotten out of hand. I can take Bon Jovi
exactly half of the time and I occasionally
fall in love with a hellbom single such as
1111
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Great White's "Once Bitten, Twice Shy,"
but when it starts to reek this badly of
sheer artificial product, something's gotta be done.
"Shocker" is the brain(dead) child of
noted metal producer Desmond Child.
His gimmick here is a lifeless all-star
metal band called the Dudes of Wrath.
I'm not making this up. The Dudes, featuring Paul Stanley of Kiss, Tommy Lee
of Motley Crue, and Michael Anthony of
Van Halen (why?) among others, do two
really lame numbers ("Shocker" and
"Shockdance"), drop their names, and
leave.
The rest of this commercial puke-orama consists of a horribly out-of-place
Iggy Pop effort (Why is he here? Why is
he singing an Alice Cooper-penned song
called "Love Transfusion," which is a
blatant rip-off of Cooper's own recent
hit, "Poison"?), a quartet of bubblemetal bands (Dangerous Toys, Voodoo
X, and a couple others not worth men-

tioning), and the wimpiest Megadeth
song ever, "No More Mr. Nice Guy," another Cooper tune.
But the worst atrocity of all is performed upon Saraya, a band who had an
outstanding minor hit last year with
"Love Has Taken Its Toll." They sleepwalk through a nauseating ballad entitled 'Timeless Love" and come out on
the other side mauled beyond recognition. Lead singer Sandi Saraya has been
warped into Gloria Estefan while her
guitar-wielding comrades have become
the Miami Sound Machine. This dirty
trick is the only magic you'll find on
"Shocker."
By Frank Esposito
Take Six: "Doo Be Doo Wop Bop!"
Reprise Records.
Take Six is new, and they are HOTI
Their first album is purely a capella (with
the exception of some hand claps and
finger snaps) but the sound is as rich and
full as an orchestra. These six young
men can go from the highest high to the
lowest low without missing a beat, in an
album that deserved the Grammys it
won.
Their songs are mostly gospel, but
their feel for the music is pure jazz. The
first tune on the album, "Gold Mine" is
one of the strongest efforts on the
album. "David and Goliath" is a fun tune
that showcases their vocal virtuosity to
the fullest, while "Spread Love" is a cap-

pella jazz at its finest (the video for
"Spread Love" has been getting airplay
on VH-1). A word to the purists though;
the pure digital CD sounds absolutely
phenomenal. The cassette sounds okay,
but the hiss detracts from the great
sound of the group.
ByCJ.Dawson
The Pogues: "Peace And Love" As
the long-awaited follow-up to the brogue
thrashings and drunken Gaelic romance
of "If I Should Fall From Grace With
God," "Peace And Love" is a tad more
complex musically that its predecessor.
The bebop thrust of "Gridlock," the diabolical instrumental that kicks things off,
is proof enough of that fact But you also
get the romantic whimsy of "Misty Morning, Albert Bridge," the pub glee of
"Gartloney Rats," and the slurred
mayhem of "Boat Train," an alcoholic
escapade that no doubt actually happened to the Pogues' resident lush, lead
vocalist Shane MacGowan.
The Pogues are still combining their
rich Irish heritage (as evidenced in the
churning nationalism of "Young Ned of
the Hill") with rock elements in new ways
such as they do on "Lorelei," a cut that
sounds like a centuries-old folk ballad
wth a droning electric guitar figure grafted to it. This is a group worth keepin'
an eye on.
By Frank Esposito

Will and the Bushmen: "Will and The
Bushmen" SBK Records
There must be something in the water
or in the air down in the South. Many of
the mainstays of today's college music
scene hail from the southern states. Athens, Ga. alone seems to be the starting
point for a lot of groups.
Will and The Bushman are no exception. Coming out of Alabama and basing
themselves in Nashville, Tenn., Will and
The Bushmen fit the same mold as their
contemporaries, REM. In a way, they do
sound like a lot like REM, but when they
do. if s the sound of the REM of the early
days before they became commercial.
Lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist Will
Kimbrough has an excellent voice, and
he's ably backed up by the rock-solid
Bushmen. Lead guitarist Sam Baylor
contributes the lead vocal for "Three
Girls From Detroit" which has a crunching power-rock feel straight out of the
70s. "500 Miles" and "Kimberly Stews"
are the main REM sound-alikes on the
album, but they're balanced out by infectious tunes like "Blow Me Up" and "It's
Gonna Be Alright"
For a first effort, this album and this
group have a lot of potential. Hopefully
they'll keep on finding their own sound.
This world doesn't need another REM
sound-a-like, but it could use the fresh
sound that this group is capable of putting out
ByCJ.Dawson

Symbols lead to introspection in film
by Brian Lumley

be. Even as the witnesses come to testify and the evidence mounts against
How well do we really know our own him, Ann remains true to the man who
parents? That's the question put forth
raised her.
in Costa-Gavras' new film "The Music
The trial moves swiftly; different
Box." Michael Laszlo, a Hungarian
witnesses from Hungary are brought to
immigrant, is the archetypal father and identify Mischka. All tell their own
horror stories of him. His actions are
undeniably cruel: shooting children in
the head, repeatedly raping a young
girl and making all of his victims do
push-ups over a vertically-placed
bayonet. In one scene, we see Michael
fervently doing push-ups with his
young grandson, testifying that they "
grandfather, an aging cornerstone in a
very traditional family. His devotion to make for a healthy body, which makes
for a healthy spirit." Is Michael Laszlo
family is matched only by the passion
of his own children's devotion to him.
really "Mischka?" Only Ann's trip to
With the prospect of a healthy retirea pawn shop to retrieve the title's omniscient object will bring the truth to the
ment ahead of him, a letter arrives to
surface...
change (he course of his family forever. The government charges the elScreenwriter Joe Eszterhas has recycled this script from one of his earlier
derly Michael Laszlo as "Mischka," a
tales, "The Jagged Edge." Many of
feared and vile Nazi collaborator who
the courtroom ploys were used in that
mercilessly put hundreds of Hungarians to death during World War II.
earlier film and the ultimate fate of this
Not heeding the advice of her collea- character lies in the same type of endgues, his daughter/lawyer Ann (Jessica ing that "Jagged Edge" employed.
Overall, this film is less an original
Lange) rushes to defend him. She igthan it is a remake.
nores the proximity of her "client"
and the inevitable consequences if he is
Most of Eszterhas' work has relied
on a single motif. His theme is usually found guilty. She believes her father
loudly innocent, not thinking for an
that of a strong central female character who relies on her instincts rather
instant that he is the monster that the
tUOOJfahllMMiw iww
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placed before her. The most evident
example of this is "The Jagged Edge,"
as is "Betrayed" and to some extent,
1983's "Flashdance." With "Music
Box" he relies on this not as a central
motif, but rather the questions provided within the central relationships.
Who are your parents? Do you really
know them? Eszterhas takes us on an
introspective journey through the
deepest and darkest thoughts that can
inhabit a person's mind. This is "Oedipus" with a twist — the daughter is
blind to the truth that is slowly corning
to light before her. All she needs to do
is consult an oracle — in this case a
music box — to realize the full veracity
of the situation.
The film itself is very well done. It
never lags or gives into moments of tedium. Lange gives a fantastic performance, as does Armin Mueller-Stahl as
Laszlo. His empty stare can be taken as
either that of a defeated old man or the
cold, calculated look of a killer.
Throughout the film, Costa-Gavras
employs various symbols to convey his
characters' states of mind. Lange is always near a window or a mirror. She is
sometimes not shown onscreen herself,
but as a reflection in something. This
obvious attempt to show Ann as a reflection of her father or to show her
looking within herself for the truth be-

director to get his point across. Ultimately, we are all reflections of our
parenis, and Ann's attempts to get to
the truth take her to a Chicago pawn
shop. The music box is redeemed at the
back counter, suitably called the
"redemptions" center. All of CostaGavras' symbolism leads to the climax,
heightening the meaning of the film.
When the music box is opened the
truth is revealed to Ann in a rather lyrical way, heightening the decision that
this enlightenment has given her.
"The Music Box" is not the best
movie to grace the silver screens as of
late, but it is one of undeniable power.
Its thematic ponderances will remain
with you long after the lights come up.
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Open Share fans spark of creativity
by Brian Lee
The setting is a meeting room in the
basement of the United Christian Fellowship Center. There are several
cushions and metal folding chairs arranged in no particular order in the
middle of the room. On a tiny stage in
the corner is a folding chair and a floor
lamp. To the right of the stage is a
table with a small red boom box; to the
left, an ancient upright piano. A group
of people sitting in the chairs are conversing in low voices.
One of the attendees reads the lyrics
of a song by Bob Marley. Another
reads an excerpt from his journal, followed by another discussing some interesting things he has learned about
the language of a South American Indian nation. Still others just listen.
Community Open Share facilitator
Wayne Berman, a University graduate
student in music composition, reads
aloud from a work by Benjamin Boretz
about "expressive activity," which
sparks a lively discussion of the role of
expression of all kinds as it relates to
the individual and to society.
"Expressive activity" is Open
Share's main theme. This bi-weekly
event was established by Berman last
fall to provide an alternative performance space in which people could
exchange ideas and express themselves
in any way they might feel moved to
■
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"This
environment combines the fun
of a social atmosphere with intellectual
stimulation," Berman said.
Videos, poetry, drama, and music
are some of the media explored during
a typical Open Share experience.
Presently a member of the Graduate
Student Senate, Berman sees Open

Share as a way to support GSS's emphasis on cultural diversity "in both
senses of the term (culture)." Open
Share is a place for student-initiated
thinking and expression, in contrast to
what Berman calls "institutionalized ■
laziness," meaning the prevailing attitude of only wanting to do enough to
fulfill course requirements for a grade.
In a "one-on-one" situation, Berman articulates his ideas with a deeply
felt conviction, and is eager to talk
about the philosophy behind Community Open Share.
"Community Open Share is fundamentally like a poetry reading, and this
is how it began when I first began producing coffeehouses in New York.
Eventually it extended from poetry
reading to whatever people wanted to
share," he said.

By the time Berman began his undergraduate study at Bard College, he
already had considerable experience
with this concept, and soon the "Robins Readings," named after the college dormitory in which he first organized them, attracted more than 400
people at a time.
According to Berman, Open Share is
a "good family activity," filling a gap
created by the modern mass consumption of passive forms of entertainment.
"A hundred years ago people participated more in performances in their
own homes, reading to each other,
singing and playing music," he said.
Community Open Share is a place
for people to reclaim their right to expressive behavior in a comfortable,
compassionate environment. Ultimately, self-expression serves as a

CAMPUS TANNING
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means to validate our existence, in
Berman's view.
"We need to look into our own
community for value. We all have value," he said.
Community Open Share takes place
every other Monday at 8:30 p.m. at
United Christian Fellowship on the
corner of Thurstin and Ridge streets.
The next meeting will be on Feb. 12.

the Hon. Robert Nesta Marley
9 p.m. Sat. Feb. 10th
N.E. Commons
with
Major Coup Band
Cleveland
FREE ADMISSION / ALL ARE WELCOME

We honor local competitor! lower
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Behind the scenes of the TV news
by Chuck Travis

Editor's Note: This article-details the
news-gathering process of television
journalists on a day late in 1989.
Rebel troops in the Philippines were
scattering, breaking the threat of a
coup d' etat against the Aquino
government. John J. McHugh, mayorelect of Toledo was to be sworn in that
evening and he was nowhere to be
found for an interview. Once again
rumors that Shooters at Portside was
packing its bags and leaving town
needed to be nailed down.
Dave Rau, 6 p.m. news producer for
Channel 13 in Toledo, was snake-bit.
Deadline for news stories for this evening's newscast was fast approaching
and he still did not have a solid lead
story. Rau was finishing his first week
on the job. He had just transferred
from a station in Columbus and was
acquainting himself with the Toledo
area.
Articulate and serene in the midst of
a busy newsroom, Rau, who holds a
master's degree in journalism from
Ohio State, is in charge of assembling
the six o'clock news. Along with Al
Marines, a whirlwind of a man, who is
the news assingment editor, Rau must
decide for the viewers of this Northwest Ohio station what the news will
be. They are the "gate-keepers"of the
news.
The news producer's job, simply
put, "is to be the brain which takes

diseminated information and assembles it into news which is relevant."
Rau said. " It is also a job which
smacks of show business. Channel 13 is
in competition with two other stations
in the Toledo area as far as news
broadcasting is concerned." So Rau's
job is to present the news so that the
viewer's appetite for information and
entertainment will be satisfied.
Mannes had assigned Hope Woodside to the Shooters story. She returned
to tell Rau that Tina Yen, Channel 24's
reporter had interviewed the manager.
"He wouldn't talk to me because she
made him mad and now he is refusing
to doany interviews," Woodside said.
Rau sat back and took a deep breath.
He weighed his options. The rebels in
the Philippines were not making a
strong news showing anymore. John J.
McHugh was still nowhere to be found
and the manager down at Portside was
clamming up. "Show business never
looked more lackluster."Rau said.
Woodside mentioned that the manager had told her, "off the record —
that what was happening to Shooters
had to do with a lawsuit filed against
the realty company that managed Portside." Rau's ears pricked up. He had
Woodside go down to the federal court
and take a look at the suit.
Producing a news broadcast is like
belonging to a jazz ensemble. The basic
flow of news is much like chord progressions on a chart. The forte of the
news producer is the ability to be able
to improvise upon this news flow. To

pull what is relevant out of either a
mass or a drought of information. To
make it understandable and turn it
from a cacophonic mess of information to an orchestrated concert of
digestible news.
Later in the afternoon a series of
events started to happen. Woodside
talked to the manager again after finding nothing at the federal court. Because of her "soft shoe" approach, the
manager divulged that a decision concerning Shooters future at Portside had
been made that very afternoon. Rau
said later that he had persuaded the
management to have a representative
appear on the 6 p.m. broadcast for a
live interview. "To tell their side of the
story."
Six o'clock rolled around. Channel
24 led their broadcast with the news
that Shooters was pulling out of Portside. Channel 13's Jerry Anderson
greeted his viewers with the news that
they had the management from
Shooters, live in their studio. In the interview that followed, the management
stated that they had no intention of
leaving Toledo.
Rau had shown his savvy by scooping another station. He had produced a
lead story that combined news and
show business with consummate skill.
And as he said later he had "made
deadline despite being snakehit "

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Lead singer of the Doors
topic of next Stone film
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Filmmaker and Vietnam veteran Oliver Stone, after making two movies on the war, is preparing a
film on a man he calls a warrior
— Jim Morrison, the late lead
singer of the rock group the
Doors.
Stone, who made the Academy
Award-winning motion picture
"Platoon" and "Born on the
Fourth of July," said even
though the Doors embraced war
protesters, Morrison was a soldier on a different front.
"In his own way, he was very
much on the front line. He was a
warrior," Stone said recently.
"He was an outlaw rebel pushing
at boundaries. A searcher who
wrote about sex and death, two
things any guy who'd been in
Vietnam could relate to."
The as-yet-untitled movie,
which will released in March,
presents a mine field of obstacles
for Stone, such as explaining
Morrison's mysterious death of a
heart attack at age 27 in 1971 and
contract stipulations from the
Morrison estate limiting exploration of Morrison's family life.
"Ideally, I would rather not be
involved in this movie," he said.
So why is he?
"The fact is, I can't help myself. I've become obsessed with
Morrison."

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
CLEVELAND
PARACHUTE CENTER

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Rd.
Garrettsville, Ohio 44231

ftANCUH
SPRING BREAK 1990!
Spring Break Includes:
• 7 Nights Wind Lodging
• Welcome and Farewell Parties with
refreshments, mink and contests

• 1 FREE sailing session
• Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament
• On-Island tour directors
• All resort taxes

Optional Activities:
• Mexico thoppini and night club
trips (must be 18)
• Gulf of Mexico Cruise with Dining,
Entertainment, Casino (must be
18) and Full Bar.
• Round trip motor coach available

To sign up or for more Information, call:

•169 you driv« Michelle at 353-7968
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• BATAB HOTEL $415 • MARGARITA $445
• TERRAMAR $495
• AQUAMARINA $535
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Depart BG< 6 p.m. Friday, March 16. Arrive Florida 4 p.m. Saturday, March 17.
Deport Florida! Saturday, March 24. Return 1 p.m.. Sunday, March 25.
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The joys of automobile ownership
just intensely paranoid. He's right.
Hell, the only way I'll ever know if
something's wrong is if black smoke
will come boiling out from under the
hood, and even then I'll wonder about
it for a while.
But this rattle bothered me. I mean,
even I could figure out that something
was wrong. At First, I sought advice
from everyone I knew that had even
rudimentary knowledge about cars.
The advice ranged from my catalytic
converter being ready to die, the exhaust system being ready to die, to
something called an "aspirator tube"
that had already died, and my favorite
answer, "Sounds like this car's ready
to be junked!"
As it turned out, almost everyone
was right, except for the person who
told me to junk my car. So then I asked
around to find a good place to get it
repaired, and sent it in to get fixed.
Amazingly enough, after $172 it was
fixed! Now it runs like a dream, except
for the catalytic converter, which still
rattles and needs to be replaced. Oh
well. It'll have to wait until I can rob a
bank.

by Christopher J. Dswtoa
My car was making a rattle the other
day. Normally, this wouldn't bother
me, but it was also making a plethora
of other noises that it shouldn't have
been, as well as emitting fumes that
were probably toxic and probably took
five years off my life every time I drove
to FoodTown. I made the dramatic decision that perhaps I ought to get the
damned thing fixed.

Now that bothered me. 1 am excessively mechanically reclined, and so all
I know about my car is how to fill it up
(at least to the half-way mark) with
gas, how to fill the windshield-washing
reservoir, how to check the tire pressure, and generally stare at my car's
engine in a knowing fashion, as though
I actually know what's going wrong
(and hopefully my engine will feel guilty under my gaze and fix itself)On most occasions when my car
makes an odd noise, I immediatly
phone my dad, and try to imitate the
noise, so that he can ascertain if my car
will explode the next time I put the key
into the ignition. Usually he reassures
me that all is OK with my car, that I'm

But I will eventually get it fixed; I
happen to be quite fond of my car,
ugly that it is. Yes, I'll stand up and
admit it. I drive a subcompact car. It's
silver, it's a Plymouth Horizon, it's
underpowered, it's small, but it's
mine! It's actually not too bad. It is in
pretty nice condition, the stereo is ade-

K-l
illinqton

quate, and it runs. I'm pretty lucky
with it, because it's never had a major
breakdown, and I've never gotten into
an accident with it. That in itself is
good, because if I did get into an accident with it, it would fold up like an
accordion, being the subcompact
American disposable car that it is.
I'm still in the process of personalizing my car. A lot of people I know
have done that, referring to their cars
as "he" or "she," instead of "it," like
I still do. Still, other people have gone
overboard and named their car. Then
they refer to their cars only by name.
Instead of saying something like,
"Well, it's time to go get the oil
changed in my car," they'll say something like "Carl needs an oil change!"
(I'm not exaggerating, either. I do
know someone who named her car
Carl).

anything to personalize it, other than
set the radio for my stations.
This is the first year here I've had my
car; before this I had to walk everywhere. I still walk if it's someplace
reasonably close, like downtown, but
I'm glad I have my car. It's pretty
handy for those 3 a.m. runs to Dunkin'
Donuts or to Denny's. It also makes it
easy to go Krogering. It's also a bit of a
drain on my wallet, having to put gas
in it and doing repairs, but all in all, I
think it was a good investment.
I personally am hoping that it holds
out long enough for when I have kids,
so I can pass it on to them. That way
I'll feel safe; it's too small to make out
in, too slow to speed in, and too ugly to
make a big deal about. I'm sure that
they'll thank me for it.

I didn't really think I could get that
carried away. I mean, I like my car, but
a name for it didn't immediately come
to mind. However, one day I laughingly referred to it as Frank, because
that struck me as a nice, basic normal
car kind of name. It fits, I suppose.
After all, one cannot name a Horizon
something stylish like Justin or Brendon. Of course, I'm not even going to
even consider Reginald or Wendell.
Even though I did name my car, I'm
never going to get too carried away.
My car will always just be transportation for me, and so I really don't do
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BGSU SKI CLUB
MARCH
18-23
TRIP INCLUDES:

MOUNTAIN GREEN 1 ind 2
CONDOMMUM
Deluxe Coodommums Pasturing:
Futy Equpped kitchen
Fiteptoce with unirmted firewood
Oat/ Maid Service
Oahwmhu
Color Cab* TV
Whirlpool and Sauna «i BuMing.
Price baaed on maximum occupancy

• 5 day, 6 mountain lift ticket
• 5 nights condominium lodging
• NIGHT TIME ACTIVITIES
• On location staff to assist you
• Al taxes and gratuities

KILLINQTON, VERMONT
Featuring 6 mourMna, 107 male and 18
Wts with tremendous sluing lor al KIM
Kfcgton has the moat extenarve anow
malung lyjtem in the world when w«
ensure great aMng al aasaon.
Free shuttle bus service. Greet rignWe

$329
Includes Round Trip Luxury Motorcoacri
Transportation $76 Deposit due by
FEBRUARY 9th Final Paynenta due by
MARCH 2nd. $26 refundable security
deposit due with final payment.

For More iniormeeon Contact:

Toledo's Newest Restaurant ft Night Club Is
now open to offer you the best in foods and
entertainment!
KORVETTS features a wide variety of sandwiches,
steaks, chicken & Italian Specialties.
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER
HAPPY HOUR MON - THUR 3 • 7 PM
Drink Specials and FREE Hors d'eeuvres
KORVETTS introduces MSU * UT College Night
every Tuesday. Dancing Nightly from 9:30 pm - 2:30
am with music from the 50's to. the 90's!

FACT UNC for twins, details
snd Ski Club Phone Numbers
or eaN Matt J5J-4077
Mark 172-11(1
or Wednesday SKI CLUB measliipe

YOU MUST BE 21 TO ENTER
Straight up 1-75 to 475 W, Talmadg* Ave. •xrt Then turn Right across from Franklin Park Mad
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Reviewing the best films of the !80s
by Brian Lumlcy
The end of every year brings a
wealth of "year-in-review" columns
relating to film and music. This year
has the added bonus of starting a new
decade, so now the review can be of the
last decade. Remembering all the films
in just one year is tough; trying to remember all the films of a decade is a
near-impossibility.
The films listed herein say something
about the human spirit, ones that I believe will become timeless because of
their motifs or messages that will
transcend the tests of time, ultimately
giving a true depiction of filmmaking
in the 1980s.
Listed chronologically:
1. "Raiders of the Lost Ark"- George
Lucas and Steven Spielberg combined to
create an instantaneous hero in the guise
of Indiana Jones, adventurer and archeologisL This redefined action films for the
'80s, ultimately producing two sequels and
many clones that never managed to capture the intensity or good-natured bravado
of the first one. A homage to the serials of
the 30s and '40s, "Raiders" is the action
film of the decade. 1981
2. "Gallipoli"- This pre-American Peter
Weir film outshines his American "Witness" and "Dead Poef s Society." Weir's
underlying motif in all of his works — that
of a stranger in a stranger place — works
well within this story. Two Australian boys
(one of them a young Mel Gibson) enlist to
fight the World War I battle at Gallipoli.
The film stands as a powerful indictment of
war and stands also as a testament to
friendship and loyalty. 1981
3. "Sophie's Choice"- The "choice" in
the title has a duality in nature that heroine and tragic figure Sophie (Meryl
Streep) must make. As a survivor of
Auschwitz, Streep gives her best and perhaps the best performance of the decade.
In 1947 Brooklyn, the choice deals with
the man that Sophie must pick as her
lover, either the young Southern writer
that personifies the innocence that Sophie

has long ago lost, or the dazzling biologist
that is prone to stirs of both brilliance and
madness. The conclusion is both tragic
and fulfilling. Streep is incredible, her Sophie is always convincing and the pain that
comes through her harrowing eyes sums
up the horror and guilt that she and all of
the Holocaust survivors felt for living,
while close relatives perished. 1982
4. "Fitzcarraldo"- German director
Werner Herzog's odyssey up the Amazon
must be included if only for the mad personal vision that he enlists within his film.
The story is a mad man's quest to build an
opera house deep within the Amazon
jungle. At one point, for authenticity's
sake, the crazed Fitzcarraldo hires natives
to haul a real ship up the side of a mountain. Mirroring his protagonist, Herzog
too hired natives to carry a full-size ship
up an Amazonian mountain. Klaus Kinski
plays the mad opera-lover eloquently, giving in his character a hint of Herzog that
be must have viewed in the making of this
weird and wonderful film. 1982
5. "Brazil"- Terry Gilliam's second feature in his trilogy dedicated to dreamers.
"Time Bandits," the first in the trilogy, was
no means a preparation for the power of
"Brazil." Gilliam inhabits his Orwellian future with a wide variety of characters, all
bowing to the dictates of a sort of Big
Brother, whose presence is found everywhere. The main action centers around an
everyman whose soul inspiration in life is
his constant daydreaming. He dreams to
be free, flying high above the constraints of
society with the girl that he has formed in
his mind as the girl of his dreams. A surprising and downbeat ending turns this into a
thought-provoking and scary film, asking
all of us to dream on, regardless of the
consequences. 1985
6. "Blue Velvet"-David Lynch takes the
small town atmosphere of Capra's "It's a
Wonderful Life" and turns it into a perverted nightmare. The innocence and homespun look of Anytown, U.S.A., harbors
deep secrets surrounding drugs, murder
and sex. His characters look more at home
in a Dali painting. Lynch's brilliant symbol-

SPRING BREAK IN DA YTONA BEACH
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WILLOUGHBY TRAVEL USA
6005 SOM CTR. RD.. WILLOUGHBY
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(•00)535-2003

(216) 944-2003

ism runs throughout the film, adding
i concerning the exploits of a bored angel.
heightened dimensions to this strange and Wandering throughout eternity, this angel
unique depiction of innocence gone awry.
yearns to see, touch and feel as a human
1986
feels. Brilliantly shot in black and white,
7. " Au Revoir, Les Enfants"- French
the angel's monotonous existence comes
Director Louis Malle's autobiographical
to life through these tones. Bursts of color
account of the war and holocaust told
show that he is beginning to become more
from a child's point of view. The story
and more human. As the angel, Bruno
centers around the arrival of a new boy at a Gantz effectively displays the facets of his
Catholic Boys' school in Nazi-occupied
tortured character. When his wish is
France. The new student (actually a hiding granted, he reverendy marvels at the taste
lew) is harassed and teased by the others,
of coffee. When he bleeds for the first
who recognize his differences, and eventu- time, he is in awe at the richness of its
ally betray him. Malle does not hammer
color. "Wings of Desire" makes the viewer
the effects of Nazism down our throats;
re-evaluate the wonder of life — the ultirather he lets the daily life of boys' school
mate awe found in the simplest things.
filter into our awareness. When the climax
1988
comes, it is even more of a shock to us.
10. "Do the Right Thing"-Newcomer
Deemed by Malle as "the most horrible
Spike Lee has created a virtual masterevent" in his entire life, the story is powerful and tragic, as is the film. 1987
piece in his third outing as director. Lee's
8. "The Last Temptation of
depiction of black life is both comical and
Christ"-The much-ballyhooed depiction of profound. He interweaves a strong message about racism into his comical
Christ is not a monumental work thematically. but cinematically is a wonderment to
vignettes surrounding life on the hottest
behold. Marty Scorsese's cinematography,
day of the year in Brooklyn. Tempers rise
as the day gets hotter, climaxing in a
dotted with jump-cuts and striking hues of
bloody burst of violence that leaves one
color, add to the tale. All of the cinematic
dead and many left alive to contemplate
elements add to and heighten this brave
the total innani ties of racial hatred. Lee
and unique re-telling of the Christ story,
himself stars, along with a fine supporting
definitely making this brave film stand out
cast that includes Danny Aiello as a shopin such an era of political and religious
keeper. The dizzying photography heightconservatism. 1988
ens the drama and adds to the distortion of
9. "Wings of Desire "-German director
reality that racism seems to found. 1989
Wim Wenders creates a stunning fantasy

®
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The rising star in rent-a-car.
Week End
Specials
from $3995

■1x

* Cash Deposits accepted • ,
> Renter must be 21 • Cars
subject to availability • 12
noon-Fri till 10am-Mon.

CALL NOW FOR
LOW SPRING BREAK
WEEKLY RATES
Current model luxury cars, minivans, and wagons also available
Toledo, OH

(Mon-Fri 8-5)

867-0100
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Spending Spring Break in Jamaica
People who book the "Jammin' in
Jamaica" tour use the student-owned
and operated traveling agency Your
Tours Ltd.
According Taliaferro, the travel
agency picks up payments on and off
campus and hand delivers the airline
tickets and touring documents. Your
Tours Ltd. also travels with its clients
to the airport out of Detroit, assists
them through customs in Negril, and
helps them check in at their temporary
dwellings, he said.
The lack of overhead expenses decreases the prices of the trip, Taliaferro
said. Groups of four or more and returning travelers receive discounts, he
added.
The prices include $559 for four
people in a villa; $579 for a three people in a studio apartment; and SS99 for
two people in a double room in a hotel.
Taliaferro, a senior political science
and popular culture major, said the
Jannia' !■ Jamaki, nwllow-Jlylt. Paolo Villas Negril has two bedrooms, each
coarteiy Barry Frlnk.
with a bathroom, air conditioning, and
balcony overlooking the ocean, rainby Donna Sharper
forest or the inner court. Each villa
also has a fully equipped kitchen, dining and living rooms.
"Jamaica, no problem."
The Villas Negril also has a hot tub,
pool, bar, restaurants, coffee shop,
Jamaicans have made that phrase
tennis courts, gift shop and currency
their motto, and about 85 University
exchange, he said.
students and faculty will go to Negril,
Those who prefer to camp in the hills
Jamaica, to prove it.
of the country for seven days and seven
According to Craig Taliaferro, vice
nights pay $309, he said.
president of sales for the "Jammin' in
Most students live in the Villas NeJamaica" trip, just getting to Jamaica
gril, however, and they take free excuris literally no problem.

Campus Marketing, Inc.
presents

A Great Beach Party

i DAYTON A BEACH

sions into the country side to get a better feeling of the country and the culture, he said.
Taliaferro called Jamaica "a microcosm of a Third World."
"For students, it may be their only
chance to see what a Third World is
like," he said.
Denise Besanko, senior communications and ethnic studies major,
jammed in Jamaica last year and plans
to go again this spring.
She said Negril reminded her of a
small fishermen's village. She added
that the Jamaicans constantly tried to
sell her crafts.
"I learned a lot about their culture,"
she said.
Most of them lived in the hills, she
said, and would go into the town to sell
their goods during the day.
"What I learned from going (to Jamaica) is what kind of items to take
there and trade."
She said the natives liked to trade
Americans for cigarette lighters, batteries, American designer shirts, and
American cigarettes.
"What they sell or trade is how they
make their living," she said.
On the beach, "the little Rastas
come to you and ask you for money,"
she said. She said the Rastafarian children were trained to approach tourists
and solicit pity and money for their acquired bruises and cuteness.
These dreadlocked children never
failed to charm her, she added.
"They'll come with a cut and show it

to you, she said. "If I had fallen for
that, I wouldn't have had any money."
They really put her to the test, she
said.
Or, if no one asked her for money,
Besanko said they approached her and
said, "Do you want me to rub aloe on
your back?" or they would say, "Do
you want me to braid your hair?"
The novice would say yes gratefully,
and then get charged an arm and a leg
for not knowing better, she said.
Yet, Besanko called her vacation
"by far the best vacation I ever had."
"The weather was beautiful every
day," she said. "It didn't rain one
time."
In the mountains, she said the water
was crystal clear.
"You could drink and bathe in it at
the same time," she said.
She went parasailing and snorkeling
and to many reggae concerts. According to Taliaferro, going to the best reggae concerts can cost $3.
Thomas Gilmore, senior graphic design major, said everywhere he went,
he heard reggae music. He saw Bunny
Waiter at a sunsplash concert, which
begins at dusk and ends at dawn. He
said about 11 different reggae bands
performed.
Gilmore had been to Daytona Beach
and other Florida spring break spots,
but he wanted to do something
different, he said.
He said he found Negril to be "a lot
more mellow than the crowd scene in
Daytona. The smaller crowd gave him
more opportunity to go parasailing and
cliff-jumping, he said.
"The night life is really good," he
said. "A lot of people from the eastern
schools were there and not many people from the Midwest."
He and his friends also met some
Americans who had been living on the
beach in a shack for the past two years.
"We got to hang out and party with
them," he said.
Gilmore does not plan to go to Negril this spring. Instead he thinks he
might go to Toronto, he said.
However, he said he would go to Negril
again.
"Jamaica no problem."
Taliaferro said other specials in the
package include free bar and munchies
for one night; two-for-one bar every
night; free laundry and maid service;
free ground transfers from the airport
to the Villas and vice versa; discounts
on shopping and dining in Negril; free
passes for local discos and free personal guides anywhere.
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Museum remembers BG sports past
by Frank Esposito
If the University HPER/Athletic
Archives and Museum is in need of a
slogan, the most fitting one they could
find would undoubtedly be: "One
man's trash is another man's treasure."
Since its inception in 1985, the organization has assembled a collection
of artifacts and lore from the University's sports-rich past. The collection has
grown under the guidance of Mickey
Cochrane and Don Cunningham, both
of whom have long-running connections to the University's athletic programs.
Cochrane is an Associate Professor
Emeritus in the School of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation
and coached the University's successful
soccer and lacrosse teams from 1964 to
1978. Cunningham served as the University's first Sports Information Director and worked for the Athletic Department for 34 years before retiring in
1979.
The nucleus of the Archives consists
of old athletic equipment and other
sports paraphernalia that had previously been stored in various places at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium and Eppler
Center.
"This stuff was just lying around,"
Cochrane said.
Other material has been donated by
alumni and other sources. A set of
football pants and shoulder pads from
the University's first football team in
1919 was acquired in this manner from
the daughter of a University alumnus.
Other treasures from the past include a varsity letter "N" from 1923,
when the University was known as
Bowling Green Normal College and the
school's nickname was the Normals.
There is also a basketball presented to
the 1945 basketball team for their second place finish in the National Invitation Tournament.and a hockey puck
from goaltender Gary Kruzich's
NCAA career record 77th win in 1987.
Although approximately 95 percent
of the collection consists of University
items, there are also a few items from
outside sources such as a 1914 football
helmet and uniform that Cunningham
personally acquired at an auction in the

early 1970s. The Archives is currently
trying to obtain material from programs that no longer exist at the University such as wrestling, fencing, and
women's field hockey.
A collection of videos — including
footage from the 1984 hockey team's
national championship and the
women's basketball team's NCAA
tournament victory over Cincinnati
last year — can be viewed on request
on a VCR and TV located in the midst
of the showroom. The videos are also
shown in between the men's and
women's basketball games.
Cochrane and Cunningham are currently enjoying more floor space at
their present location. Their old location was near the current one, but it
was "off the beaten path," Cochrane
said.
"Now we have more room and we're
in the traffic pattern of the building,"
he said.
Jack Gregory, University Athletic
Director, said the department would
like to expand the Archives in the future, but that there are no definite
plans at this moment.
"The Archives is an excellent program that displays the athletic history
of Bowling Green. We have a great athletic tradition but a lot of it tends to be
forgotten. When we look at athletes,
we forget that the foundation was laid
many years ago. It's important to
preserve history," Gregory said.
Gregory added that Cochrane and
Cunningham "have done an exceptional job."
Cochrane said one of the Archives'

Friday/Reglna Pilot;
Mickey Cochrane and Don Cunningham show off BGSU'i first trophy which we rcdeved
for baseball conference championship in 1922.
main goals is "that important items
not be discarded. We want to let people
know that there's a place for these
things to be preserved." Cunningham
added, "We're just trying to keep up
on current things."

The University HPER/Athletic Archives and Museum is located at 121
Memorial Hall and is open to the public Monday through Thursday 10 a.m.
to noon and in between the men's and
women's basketball games.
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Inductees honored at Rock Hall show
NEW YORK (AP) — Paul Simon said
Hank Ballard, who wrote "The
he and Art Garfunkd would feel at
Twist," said he felt alone in accepting
home in the Rock and Roll Hall of
his award. He said his wife, who also
Fame, noting that their relationship
served as his manager, was killed in a
was rocky.
hit-and-run accident in New York three
"We can join those other happy
months ago.
couples," he said at Wednesday night's
"When she took me on four years
induction ceremony. "Ike and Tina
ago, she swore she was going to take
Turner, the Everly Brothers, Mick
me back to the stars where I used to
(Jagger) and Keith (Richards), Paul
be," he said. "It's tragic she's not here
(McCartney) and all of the other Beatonight with me."
tles.
Besides Ballard, and Simon and
"Maybe they'll have a separate wing Garfunkel, the acts inducted were the
for all of us, probably completed in
Four Tops; the Who; Bobby Darin,
time for the Eagles to be in."
who died in 1973, best known for
Despite their breakups, Simon called "Splish Splash" and "Mack the
Garfunkel "my oldest and best friend" Knife"; the Four Seasons; the Kinks;
more than once during his speech at the and the Platters.
annual black-tie dinner at the WaldorfOne of the songwriting teams honAstoria Hotel.
ored, Gerry Gof fin and Carole King,
While Simon and others celebrated,
created their first hit "Will You Love
one inductee cried.
Me Tomorrow?" for the Shirelles, and

followed it with "Up on the Roof,"
"Loco-motion" and "Go Away Little
Girl."
Brothers Brian and Eddie Holland
and Lamont Dozier, a creative cornerstone of the Motown sound of the
1960s and '70s, were honored for writing more than 70 Top 10 hits. Three of
their 20 No. 1 hits were "Please Mr.
Postman," "You Keep Me Hangin'
on" and "Stop in the Name of Love."
Three performers inducted for their
early influences on rock 'n* roll were
Louis Armstrong, Charlie Christian
and Ma Rainey.

hornlike, single-string solos on electric
guitar. Rainey, who died in 1939, recorded nearly 100 blues songs aftei
1923 and toured, popularizing the music.
Stevie Wonder, inducting the Four
Tops, said: "If we could imagine ourselves as being the Four Tops and be
able to come together with a sense of
harmony and unity and make our own
hits by doing the right thing for 36
years, this country would truly be written in the sands of time forever."
Groundbreaking for the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland is
planned for this year with a projected
1992 opening.

Armstrong, who died in 1971, was a
trumpeter and singer, and considered
by some the greatest jazz musician of
all time. Christian, who died in 1942,
was a jazz guitarist, the first to play

BG News Classifieds
are where It's at!

See these dealers • • •

LOCAL SERVICE STATION GUIDE
• • • for your automobile needs

peedway
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS FOR YOUR
LAST MINUTE TRAVEL NEEDS
1650 E. WOOSTER AND 204 W. WOOSTER
• Check our low prices •
• POP
• GROCERIES
«DELI

•

Your One Stop Service Center
435 E. Wooster

352-2018

Providing Quality Service For Over 30 Years

^A&T SERVICE

SHELL SERVICE
MOTOR TUNE UPS
COMPLETE BRAKE
SERVICE
BATTERIES

U-HAUL

STADIUM VIEW SUNOCO

OTLEY'S
•
•

MASON'S

MUFFLERS & EXHAUST
SYSTEMS
WHEEL BALANCING
ROAD SERVICE

402 E. WOOSTER

352-4166

WRIGHT
TIRE AND AUTO
SPECIALIZING IN:
•TRANSMISSIONS
•BRAKES * TUNE-UPS
TOTAL AUTO REPAIR

AAA HOTLINE - 352-0382

i ?52-?nfl
E. WOOSTER & N. PROSPECT - BOWLING GREEN

■^■

1

24 HOUR TOWING
TOTAL CAR CARE

352-0387
1530 E. WOOSTER-BOWLING GREEN

Look for this guide also in
The BG News:
Special Edition

Get Ready for Spring Break
Feb. 24

j
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TV Listings
for
Feb. 2 - Feb. 8

DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00

O
O
O
©
W

Maude

5:30
Business

FEBRUARY

6:00

2,1990 - FEBRUARY S, 1990

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

This Morning

9:30

Sally Jessy Raphael

10:30
Jackpot'

11:00
Price

FIT

Well Now'

Sign-On Cont'd

CBS News

Toledo 11

This Morning

Peo Court

3rd Degree

Sign-Oil

News

NBC News

Today g

Donahue

ABC News

Good Morning America Q

Live - Regis & Katlne Lee Sally Jessy Raphael

Sign-OR Cont'd

Business

Instructional Programming

Sign-on Cont'd

Homestretch Zoobrlee

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

m

Sign-on Com d

Nm|a Turtles Academy

Menace

Muppets

Success n Life

Chipmunks

Maxie

Little House on the Prairie Perry Mason

3s Co

SportsCtr.

College Basketball

Getting Fit

03
ED

Sign-Oil Cont'd

10:00
Family Feud

Ag-Oay

Sign-Oil Cont'd

COPS

03

Trial by Jury News

700 Club

ESPN

Basketball

Bodies

TMC

Movie Com d

Getting Fit

Homestretch Sesame Street g

Dany Duck

Smurts
Nation's Business Today

Varied Programs

Mr. Dressup Sesame Si
Family Feud

Wh. Fortune Price

Scrabble

Concentr

Golden Girls
Home

Research

700 Club

I Movie

[Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30

O
O
ID
ID

m
m

©

Price

12:00
News

12:30

1:00

Young and the Restless

Sesame St.

Midday

Pnce

NewsQ

Young and the Restless

Country Practice

227 ■

News

Generations

Days of Our Lives c j
All My Children

Home

Strangers

Loving g

Instructional

Varied

Instructional Programming

Instructional

Instructional Programming

SB

Trial by Jury Divorce

The Judge

50 Newsline

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith B Hillbillies

ESPN

Training

Bodies

Bodyshape

TMC

Movie

Movie

Love Con

Coronation

Bold. Bea.

2:30

3:00

3:30

Gmdmg Light

Richmond Hill

Wok

TaHcabout

Danger Bay

Another Work)

Santa Barbara

Gro Pains

One Life to Live

Win. Lose

Laverne

Gilligan

Happy Days Laverne

Odd Couple

5:00

5:30

Donahue

Oprah Winfrey g

Video Hits

Newsday

Family Ties

Cosby Show

Facts ol Life News

Cheers g

General Hospital

Joan Rivers

Geraldo

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Vaned

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq. ITV

Sq 1 TV

Mario Bros.

Scooby Doo DuckTales g Chip-Dale

Porky Pig

DuckTalesg Chip-Dale

Fun House

Legends ol Wrestling

Highway lo Heaven g
Din. Strokes Webster
Varied Programs

Varied Programs

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin; and Nail Designers

phone: 353 0119

10% Discount

4:30

Guiding Light

Movie

«»■'«».

4:00
Geraldo

As the World Turns

Varied Programs

LOCATED
IN THE
**&**'+ WOODLAND Hour.:
•/ W9 V
MALL
10-9 MO., s...
Wrim .* »234 N. Main St.

2:00

As the World Turns

Instructional Programming

©

*

1:30
BcW. Bea.

Bring in this coupon and receive $5 off a perm, highlighting, fiberglass
nails, or make-up demonstration with these designers.

with university I.D. on Thursdays
(NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY)

We have over 250 different items
and we take special orders:
• Candy • Nuts • Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfree Candy
• Mixes ■ Jelly Bcllls* (40 flavors) • Baking Supplies
• SptCM ■ Soap Mlaaa • Grain- • Paataa • Goutnut Cofl>* ■ Bean*
• c»km • Kltcaaa Gidtfi. • Glaaa Jaifl • SlHfaS A-i-ali
> Gill Sana • Maaa • B.iio.. • Paaclla • P.-. • Era...a
i Siniaa.it • u an ■ 1a|i • H.IH.y MatcaaaaMaa
' Mflchar ■ Gaaaball Macalaaa • Gill Pacaafjlaf m*4t la -lata.

BY THE PINCH OR THE POUND
FROM THE WORLD AROUND!

Denlse

352-4101

181 S. Main

Tammy

Natalie

Expires Feb. 16th

352-4143

18
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

CD
CD
6D

m
00
CD
SD

FEBRUARY 2,1990

6:30

7:30

7:00

News

CBS News

News

Commonwealth Games
CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

40. Charlie Brown!

Dallas

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Might Court

Ba/watch

True Blue

FuN House

Strangers

ABC News

Streamside

Business

' Affair

Family Feud

Doctor Who

Business

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St.

Friday

Boss?

Mama

Move:

Family Ties

Movie: "Dragnet

Boss?

Charles

Charles

Facts ol Life Boss?

TMC Movie: "Pulse" Cont'd

CD
CD

11:30

News

Good Rockin' TonHe

Falcon Crest

N€WS

Magnum, P.I.

Mancuao FBI

News

Tonighl Show

Ten ol Us

20/20

News

Nightkne

EastEnders

Spirit of Place

Meal

Movie: "Life on the Mississippi"

European

McHale

Jeflersons

Arsenio Hall
Gave a War

Letterman
Arsenio Hall

Sign-OH

WKRP

Alter Hours

Sanford

Jeflersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

College Basketball

Boxing: Roger Mayweather vs. Joe Rivera

Movie: "White Ghost"

12:30

12:00

Newhart

Barney M

World Cup Skiing

11:30

News

News

| Movie: "Making the Grade

"Conan the Destroyer"

| Movie "Who's Harry Crumb'"

FEBRUARY 3,1990

12:00

Dungeons

11:00

10:30
Journal

Spacebalis"

Ski World

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O QvfWd

Family

Wash Week wall Si

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

10:00
Falcon Crest

Dallas

News

News

9:30

9:00

8:30

Tommy Hunter
1

ESPN Tennis: Davis Cup First Round

o

8:00

40, Charlie Brown!

PMMag

1:00

12:30

1:30

CoKege Basketbaa: Georgetown at St. Johns

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

College Basketball: Loyola-Marymount at LSU

4:00

4:30

5:30

5:00

PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am

Commonwealth Games

Sesame Street

Sportsweekend

Garfield

Dungeons

College Basketball: Georgetown at St. Johns

Chipmunks

Saved-Bel

ALF

Kissy Fur

College Basketball: Michigan at Wisconsin

Weekend

Billy Packer

Research

Beauty

Sweet Home PBA Bowling Quaker State Open

College Basketball: Loyola-Marymount at LSU

PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am

College Basketball: Michigan State at Purdue

TBA

Fishing

m

Bugs & Tweety

Flintstones

®
8D
03

P. Franey

J. Wilson

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Hometime

Lap Quilting

Underfoot

Austin City Limits

Creatures Great S Small

Vets Only

FredTrost

Motorweek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Ciao Italia!

An

Alexander

European

Tony Brown

Better Home This-NFL

Work) Wide Wrestling

RollerGames

New Lassie

Batman

McHale

H.'s Heroes

BD

Fall Guy

Star Trek

Pistons

New Lassie

New Beaver

Motorcycle Racing

Bass and Race invitational LPBT Bowling Gold Rush

ESPN Star Snot

Gameday

TMC "Agnes ol God" Cont'd

Movie: "Who's Harry Crumb?"

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

Star Trek

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

F rstworks

Tennis

Wide Work) of Sports .

Tennis: Davis Cup First Round

Movie: "Patty Hearst"

Movie.

Deepstar Sn

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
O
Q
CD
CD

News

6:30

7:00

CBS News

7:30

PM Weekend

H:00

8:30

Paradise

9:30

10:00

11:00
News

11:30

12:00

Real Fishing

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Toronto Maple Leafs

NfWS

Video Hits

Wh Fortune Cash Conn.

Paradise

News

Movie: "Final Jeopardy"

Tour of Duty

Connie Chung

Golden Girls Empty Nest

Hunter

News

NBC News

Entertainment This Week

227

Insporl

ABC News

Star Search

Mission: Impossible

Movie: "Kojak: It's Always Something"

ffl

Degrassi

Video

Lawrence Welk Show

Great Performances

American Playhouse

Amen

Monet

12:30

Movie: "A Breed Apart"

News

®
£0
CD
©

10:30

Connie Chung

Saturday Report
CBS News

Boater

9:00
Tour of Duty

News

Saturday Night Live

Insporl

NWA Wrestling

Night Music

Arsenio Hall

Latemght America With Dennis Wholey

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderful Work) of Disney Movie

Boss'

Charles

Boss'

Cops

Video

Reporters

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Fn the 13th Series

Charles

Mad House

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Cops

Video

Reporters

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Movie: "Spacebalis"

NFL

NFL 1969

Football: Ad-Pro 89

NFL s Greatest Moments

SportsCtr.

Wonderworks

ESPN Senior PGA Go" Royal Carnbean

TMC Movie: "The Towering Inlerno"

Mama

SportsCtr.

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

Movie: "Who's Harry Crumb?"

College Basketball: Wyoming at Colo. St.

Movie: "Sensations''

Get Ready for Spring Break
Special Edition
• Fashion
Q£
• Hairstyles
• Tanning
• Last minute
• What You'll The BG NeWS Travel Options
Need for
the Trip South
Monday, February 26
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., Feb. 15, 4p.m.
■
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
FEBRUARY 4,1990
1:30
2:00
2:30
11:00
11:30
1:00
12:00
12:30
NBA Basketball Utah Jazz at Detroit Pistons
Sportsctr
World Cup Skiing
O Skier

o
CD

CD
CD
CD
CD

G3rdener

Best Years

Canada

Magnum. P.I.

Love Boat

Shut-ins

Mass

School Quiz

World Tom

Week-David Bnnkley

Tony Brown

Heritage

Degrassi
Beauty

Business

Adam Smith

wall St

Hopi: Songs ol 4th Work)

Cousteau's Rediscovery

Bookmark

Newtons

Friday

Adam Smith

Great Pertormances

Joshua's Battle

Nova

Luster

Movie: "The Great Muppet Caper"

m

Bonanza

8:00

9:30

10:30

10:00

Superboy

Avenging

Movie: "Family of Solas: The Walker Spy Ring"

11:00

11:30

News

Siskel

12:00
Insport

12:30
Arsenk) Hall

Family Hour

Ken Dryden's Home Game Mis of Power

rWWS

Sports Zone Movie: "Cherry"

CBS News

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "Family of Spies: The Walker Spy Ring"

News

Movie: "Passions''

Newt

NBC News

Magical World ol Disney

Greatest Practical Jokes

Movie: "Lethal Weapon-

News

Byron Allen

Siskel

ABC News

Life Goes On

Videos

Sammy Davis Jr s 60th Anniversary Celebration

Editors

Snak Master The Doctor Is In

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderworks

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Ideas

Editors

In Charge

Austin City Limits

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

The'90s

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Booker

Wanted

Simpsons

Married...

Open House LHIman

G Shandlmg Inside Video Telecast

Star Search

Booker

Wanted

Simpsons

Married.

Open House Ullman

G Shanding Jeltersons

Workshop

Movie

Avenging Force

Cont'd

Monitor

News

Movie:

8:30

Fatal Attraction

9:00

Sign-Ofl
Luster

Kenneth Copeland

[Design. W

10:00
Newhart

For the Term of His Natural Life

Survival
s Greatest Momenta

Newhart

11:00

10:30

1 0>AA
1Z:00

11:30

Doctor

News

Newhart

Journal

News

SCTV

Doctor

News

Magnum. P.I.

Jeffersons
Professionals

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Mapr Dad

City

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

ALF

Hogans

Movie: "Murder in Mississippi

News

Best of Carson

MacGyver

Movie: "Anything to Survive"

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall
Try Times

News

ABC News

All Purposes Business

Night Court
Family Feud

Affair

MacNeil;Lehr Br Newshour

Design. W

NFL

Talk Sports

Movie: "School Daze"

9:30

Murphy 8.

City

Rising Damp Degrassi

Research

Defense

SportsCenter

Who s Harry Crumb?"

Material

Venture

NFL Football: Pro Bowl

FEI IRUARY 5 1990
MC NDAYI :VENIN« S
7:30
8:00
6:30
7:00
6:00
PM Mag
MaiorDad
CBS News
O News

Miracle Planet

Eyes on the Prize II

No Father. N ) Mother

EastEnders

Business

Miracle Planet

Footsteps

Red Dwarf

Served

Mystery'

Video

1 O-tfi
iz:
ii)
Arsenio Hall

Letterman

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Boss'

Charles

Boss?

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Star Trek: Next Gener

WKRP

After Hours

Charles

Facts of Life Boss?

Family Ties

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

News

Sanlord

Jeflersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

College Basketball

ESPN Speedway
TMC

Out of Work) Secret ID.

Mad Max"

Movie: "The Good Wife

9:00

Market

Sea of Faith

News

Mone

m

8:30

Murder, She Wrote

Firing Line

Lifestyles-Rich

Tennis: Davis Cup First Round

TMC

CD
€D
CD
GO

Charles

Movie: "The Buddy Horry Story"

JMovie: "Fatal Attraction"

7:30

McLaughlin

Other Side of the News

Track and Field: Mobil Invitational

SportsCtr.

CD
CD

One on One

Auto Racing: Gr. Amer

ESPN Senior PGA Golf: Royal Carribean

o

Travel Mag.

Movie:

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
GO Minutes
O News
CD
CD
CD
CD
0D
S3

College Basketball: Indiana at Nnort

College Basketball: LouiavMe at Ohio State

Movie: "WarGames"

Movie. "Nobc idy's Fool"

o

Sybervision

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Gameday

Wild Thing

College Basketball: Notre Dame at Duke

SportsWorld

me

5:30

Grizzly Adams

Fishing

ESPN Reporter

5:00

4:30

PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am

Magnum, P.I.

Close-Up

American Gladiators

4:00

3:30

| PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am

Sunday Arts Entertainment

Hymn Sing

Meeting Place

Randy Ayers Jay Eck

3:00

SportsLook

SportsCtr

Annetle

Hair Studio

Dewar

Diane Johnston & Paula Ryder
Perms

$5.00 OFF J55SSNails

$2.00 OFF Haircut
141 W. Wooster

Movie:

Movie: "Hello Again

Movie: "The Gods Must Be Crazy

Hours: Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

College Basketball: Purdue atNorthweste m

College Basketball: Seton Hall at Syracuse

8:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 6:00
8:00 - 3:00

354-8533

Movie:

Man festo"

Movie: "Savage Sisters

Cold Steel"

[■MAKE 1990 YOUR YEARSUNWORKS TANNING
TO LOSE WEIGHT!
STUDIO
AVUMOf coat OHU

$6.90

LOSE.
^ DRESS SIZE

Includes
K Weight Lou, Stabilization
and Maintenance for
talance of On* Year

J 354.4500
CALL
TODAY!

on„ bakes
2-16-90

745 Haskins Road
Hours:
Mon.Wed. Fit
Tue.Thur
Sat

9am-7pm
2pm-7pm
9anvl-pm

mauhu

WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS

ULuuLLtiu iiuuuiuimiiMaWTiiwrinirti" HI

352-2530
* TAN BEFORE NOON
FOR ONLY $3.00 •

NEW EQUIPMENT
EXCLUSIVE TO B.G
irmin

'

•'-'•' •■■••■»»■*■*'
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TUESDAY EVENING
FEBRUARY 6.1990
9:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:30
6:00
6:30
Movie: "Family ol Spies: The Walker Spy Fling''
CBS News
PM Mag
O Nws
Market PI
Babar
Danger Bay filth estale
Man Alive
O Nflws

o

■

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

Movie: "Family ol Spies: The Wilier Spy Ring"

NflC N**Wt
CD (tarn
ABC News
© News
Business
9 Oceanus
€0 MacNerl/Lehr sr Newshour
Charles
69 Boss?
60 Charles
Facts ol Ule

Ent. Tonight

Night Coon

Mattock

Affair

Family Feud

Boss'

EVN Speedway
TMC

CBS News

News

SporlsLook

CD
CD
6D
CB
ED
CD
CD

Professionals

Magnum, P.l.

Midnight Caller

NOWS

Tonight Show

Roseanne

thirtysomething

News

Nightlme

Letterman
ArsersdHel

FronHme

Hard Drugs, Hard Choreas

EastEnders

Univ. Forum European

Fronftne

Eyes on the Prize II

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Who's Boss

Mama

NBA Basketball: Cleveland Cavaliers at Detroit Pistons

Barney M.

WKRP

After Hours

"Women in Chains"

Boss?

Farmly Ties

NBA Basketball: Cleveland Cavaliers at Detroit Pistons

Newt

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

Coeege Basketbal: Florida Stats at Louisvie

SportsCtr.

Skate America

College Basketball: Florida at Georgia

| Movie: "Young Frankenstein''

FEBRUARY 7,1990
7:30
8:00
8:30
PMMag.
B'combers.

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

Movie: "Frankenstein"

9:00

9:30

10:00

SCTV

Professionals

Magnum, P.l.

Quantum Leap

News

Tonight Show

China Beach

News

Nighfline

ArsenioHai
Art Beat

Jake and the Fatman

Wiseguy

Night Court

Dear John

DoogieH.

Anything

Night Court

Unsolved Mysteries
Gro. Pains

HeadCIss

12:00

News

Special Squad

Family Feud

11:30

NOWS

Nature of Things

Ent. Tonight

11:00

Jeffersons

Grand Slam

Affair

10:30

The Evil That Men Do"

Newhart

Jake and the Fatman

NBC News

Movie:

News

Grand Slam

ABC News

Wiseguy
Journal

12:30
ArsenioHai

Letterman

All Purposes Business

MacNe-l/Lehrer Newshour

National Geographic

Movie: "The Wizard of Loneliness"

Sign-Off

An Beat

MacNeil/Lehr » Newshour

Business

Animals

National Geographic

Movie: "It* Wizard ol Loneliness""

Served

Miracle Planet

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Slant Rage-

Barney M

WKHP

Alter Hours

Revenge of Cheerleaders

Family Ties

Movie: "Hamburger Hill

News

Sanford

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

Motorweek

SportsCtr.

Road Race

Boss?

Charles

Charles

Facts ol Ule Boss?

TMC

Movie:

Planes

Cotage Basketball: Pittsburgh al Georgetown

Hide In Plain Sight

Oceanus

Business

McHa*

College Basketbal: N. Caro. St. at N. Caro.
Movie: "Avenging Force"

JMovia: "Patty Hearst"

THURSDAY EVENING
FEBRUARY 8,1990
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
CBS News
PMMag
O News
48 Hours
On Road
Front Page
il News
Emergency
Family
CBS News
Wh Fortune Jeopardyl
48 Hours
CD N6WS
riDCf rtBWS
Ent. Tonight Night Court Cosby Show OH. World
CD News
News
ABC
News
Affair
Family Feud Father Dowkng Mysteries
(B

9:00

9:30

Island Son

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

CODCO

Kids in Ihe Hal

Island Son
Cheers

Grand

Young Riders

Journal

PGAGoH

Planes. Trains

11:00

11:30

12:00

NCWS

NMM

Jeffersons
Professionals

News

SCTV

Knots Landing

News

Magnum, P.l.

L.A. Law

News

Tonight Show

Primetime Live

News

Nightline

ArsenioHai
Fred Troat

12:30
ArsenioHai

Letterman

MecNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am

Try Times

Mystery'

Voices S Visions

EastEnders

Time Out

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Old House

Wild Am.

Mystery'

Smiley's People

Served

Frontane

Boss?

Charles

Boss'

Mama

New Beaver

NBA Baskets al: Detroit Pistons at Milwaukee Bucks

WKRP

After Hours

Movie: "Bom Wad'"

Charles

Facts of Life Boss?

Family Ties

Pistons

NBA Baskr-ta al: Detroit Pistons at Milwaukee Bucks

News

Jeffersons

FalQuy

SportsCtr

College Basketball: Wash, at Cal.

ESPN Speedway
TMC

SCTV

NOWJ

12:30
ArsenioHai

Nova

News

SportsLook

«!)
HD
CD

News

In the Heat ol the Night
Elvis

12:00
Jeffersons

Nova

News

ESPN Speedway

m

11:30
Newhart

Animals

Raccoons
CBS News

News

Journal

11:00
News

Business

Movie: 'Fresl i Horses"

News

10:30

MacNM/Lehrer Newshour

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
CBS News
O News

o

Wonder Y.

10:00

Movie:

SportsLook

College Basketball: Missoun at Kansas State

Nobody s Fool

College Basketball: Duke a* Virginia

| Movie: "Who's Harry Cruml 7"

|Movte: "Fair Trade"

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Movie: The Whoopee Boys"

UniGraohics

SAVE • Athletic Shoes: Basketball, Dunning, Fitness • SAVE
SAVE • Sports Apparel: Pro T-Shirts and Sweats • SAVE

Running lights 20% off
Swim wear 50 % off
Sweats - Crews and Pants Save $2.00
School Jackets $39.95 (lettering additional)
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G.
Across From Huntington Bank
Hours Daily 10-9
Sat 10-5
352-3610

WAVE
E COURT
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